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Dear Member,
It is the end of the year and we must reflect on one
particular area of consumer detriment that, despite
our best efforts across the year, remains to be an issue.
In November 2017, we launched our Credit Where It’s
Due campaign to, once again, try to focus the attention
of Government on the need for regulation around
the validity periods for credit notes, gift tokens and
vouchers.
In doing so we wrote directly to the chief executives of
both the Irish Business and Employers Confederation
(IBEC) and Retail Ireland. No reply was received and so
we understood from the outset just how difficult this
was going to be. This was not, in any way, unexpected.
After all, why would retailers wish to close out on a
self-serving system where cash paid across the counter
by the customer would be devalued to a nil value over a
maximum period of retailer-determined 12-months!

legislative provision limiting their charges or business
model.
So, we end 2018 with business-as-usual and Irish
consumers at a distinct, continuing disadvantage.
Efforts at Government level progress to remedy this
issue and so we will end the year by thanking them and
wishing them well in their endeavours – and ours – to
bring sanity in 2019 to these unfair practices.
Therefore, with hope in our hearts and determination as
our goal we thank you for your enormous support and
contribution and wish you, your families, friends and
loved ones a very happy Christmas and an especially
peaceful and healthy New Year.
Nollaig Shona agus Athbhliain faoi Mhaise Daoibh go
Léir.

The outlier in all of this was always going to be the gift
card companies who have a different approach. They
apply an administration fee on a monthly basis against
the unused balance of cards from the beginning of
month 13. These continue until the balance is spent – or
eroded. They have determinedly lobbied to stop any
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NEWS BRIEFS

News Briefs by Dermott Jewell

How Much Is That In Old Pence?

Now, I have no intention of spoiling your Christmas but the reality is
that the New Year will bring a new presence - no, not presents, presence
- to the consideration of an increased number of consumers in Ireland
who shop cross-border in Northern Ireland or the UK generally. Dynamic currency conversion gives consumers who travel abroad or buy
online the possibility to pay in their home currency instead of the local
currency. Choosing the home currency option, almost without exception, always increases costs for the consumer. The good news is how the
EU Economic Affairs Committee wants to give consumers the possibility to block currency conversion services on their cards, especially when
they are abroad. This would allow you to simply call and advise your
bank that you do not want on-the-spot currency conversion offers when
in a shop or at an ATM when abroad. The committee also wants full
transparency around the practice so that the full cost of paying either
in the home currency or in the local currency are displayed next to one
another, in the consumer’s home currency. Now, this is not particularly
a Brexit-related fallout but rather it is a long established difficulty when
paying a bill in a currency outside of the euro. The reality, however,
is that this will affect us significantly when you consider the number of
businesses we trade with in sterling. Or, more to the point, that sell their
goods here with prices already converted. Think about it!

Byte Size Family Meals
Courtesy of Silicon Republic I thought this worth passing
on in case you missed it. Three and Samsung recently announced the launch of what they termed the Connected
Restaurant. Both companies claim it is the first restaurant
of its kind to allow a table to be shared between families
based in Dublin and relatives based in - Sydney. Yes,
really! Specifically, what they did was to arrange how, between the 29th of November and the 2nd of December, an
offer was made offering a free meal with a very, very big
difference. Covering an estimated distance of 17,000km
from one another, patrons of a restaurant based on
Clarendon Street in Dublin were ushered to their table for
a three-course festive menu and then connected with its
counterpart restaurant in Holt Street, Surry Hills, Sydney,
via the internet where they connected families across
this enormous distance over a family meal. Time zones,
technology and all other challenges aside, we love this
idea and wish all concerned a very positive and happy
get-together. Now, it feels like Christmas!

A Mac Flurry Over the Rockies
Some Canadian parents are not one bit happy about the hold fast food restaurants have on their
children’s diets. This has prompted a particular focus from one parent on a popular staple offering
from the McDonald's menu there – the Happy Meal. Mr Antonio Bramante has commenced legal
proceedings against the company in which he alleges McDonald's is unlawfully directing their advertising at children under 13 years of age – in direct violation of the strict youth consumer protection laws in the province where he, his wife and three children live. The claim outlines how the
restaurant is directly targeting children by displaying the Happy Meal toys at their eye level. Court
submissions show how he claims that he eats, on average every fortnight, at McDonald's, on the
urging of his children who demand the particular meal because they contain toys, linked to popular
film releases, which his children urge a return so that they can continue and complete their collection of the various sets of toys. He estimates he has spent hundreds of dollars on Happy Meals
because these are the meals that come with the toys. This will be one to watch for two specific
reasons. The first being that Quebec prohibits marketing to children under the age of 13, which
is outlined as making it one of a handful of jurisdictions in the world to ban all advertising geared
towards children. The second is how the province has also had a law, enacted in 1980, that restricts
marketing unhealthy food to children. It is silent on the legalities of the buying process though.
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Or Did He Say ‘ET Fold Phone’?
It is finally here and it is in time for Christmas. The
FlexPai has been released by the California-based
Royole Corporation in Beijing. This is what is
described as and definitively claimed to be the
world’s first virtually unbreakable screen, which can
be bent over 200,000 times. It can be folded like
a wallet and then display three individual smaller
screens – one on the front, the back and along
the spine. It is fast and comes with a Snapdragon
8-series chip and two cameras. Having said all of
that, there are concerns for consumers to note. It is
the first and that means that, despite delays, there

will be more - and soon - as Samsung are expected
to follow through quite shortly. It has a 19.8cm
display when it is unfolded and so it is not exactly
pocket sized and it is quite heavy in comparison to
other devices on the market. You can take a look at
it on www.royole.com but, while not heading toward
being a Luddite I would caution that a little restraint
at this early stage (especially when you see the
price) would be both financially and progressively
prudent. Can’t wait to see the instructions for taking
pictures around corners, Origami hints and, best of
all, what to do when the screen(s) freeze.

Read the Labels – and – the Warning Signs
More and more we hear of
concerns regarding dangerous
toys. We are fortunate in the
EU to have strong oversight
of what enters the market and
the standards that are required
to underpin them as being
declared safe – although, to
be clear, they could be better.
However, that aside, in the US
there are concerns regarding
toys there and, as a follow up
to Black Friday, it is important
that we be aware of some
of these being purchased,
imported and offered as
presents. The US Public
Interest Research Group is

a consumer watchdog body
that issues annual reviews
and warnings there. This
year they tested 40 potentially
hazardous toys and declared
15 dangerous to children with
highlights regarding small
magnets, balloons and slime.
Researchers found 87% of
latex balloons sold on Amazon
did not have legally required
warnings about choking hazards. They also urged parents
to avoid buying rare-earth
magnets the size of teardrops
as did the Consumer Federation of America. The group
says potentially unsafe toys are

still widely available including
those with high concentrations
of chemicals and potential
choking hazards. Toys with
internet connections also
made the list because they
could be collecting data on
children and sharing it with
others. Readers of Consumer Choice will recall how
we highlighted these last year
and notably the Cayla doll,
banned in Germany, following
the research of the Norwegian
Consumer Council, which
highlighted the serious risks
posed to children.

With Safety In Mind
In November, the European Parliament voted on a
legislation to update the way emergency calls are managed
in the European Union (EU). The telecommunications
legislation – the European Electronic Communications
Code or EECC – is one of the most important for European
safety with provisions on public warning, emergency
location, accessibility and more. In consideration of recent
terrorist attacks, Parliament made modern public warning
obligatory for all member states. Now, citizens in a high
risk area will be able to receive an SMS or alert on their
mobile phone in case of an emergency, informing them
what is happening and how to remain safe. The EECC is a
binding legislation and all member states must implement
it within two years (unless otherwise stated for specific
provisions that require more time).
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FOOD & HEALTH/News

by Clodagh O’Donoghue

Food & Health
Health and technology
Technology increasingly infiltrates every
aspect of our lives and this includes our
health and the way in which we access care
and medication. Technological advances
undoubtedly have the power to benefit
us all and, in one development, the Health
Information and Quality Authority (HIQA)
recently published recommendations for
a national, community-based eprescribing
programme. These recommendations
follow a public consultation and an
international review of how eprescribing
initiatives work in other countries,
undertaken to inform the adoption of
appropriate standards in Ireland. In a
community setting, eprescribing refers
to a process in which a GP generates the
prescription electronically and transfers
it to a central messaging system, which
transmits it electronically to a pharmacy
where a pharmacist then dispenses
it. The international review found that
countries initially focussed on introducing
eprescribing in a community setting as
GPs and pharmacists generally have
similar processes to their peers, which
helps support computerisation of the
process. The research found that, having
successfully implemented communitybased eprescribing, countries then built
on this by implementing eprescribing in
the hospital setting, including in outpatient
clinics and emergency departments, where
medication management processes are
typically more complex.
		
The aim of eprescribing is
to deliver major benefits to patients,
prescribers, pharmacists and others
involved in the prescribing process. In
particular, eprescribing has the potential
to improve patient safety by significantly
reducing errors arising from mistaken
identity, incorrect medication, incorrect
dosage, adverse drug interactions and so
on. In addition, eprescribing can generate
savings as it costs less and takes less time
than processing prescriptions manually.
		
A national, community-based
eprescribing programme forms part of
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the eHealth Strategy for Ireland, which
aims to reduce medication errors and
the associated costs and to speed up
patients’ access to medication. HIQA’s
recommendations for an eprescribing
programme cover such areas as
governance, standards, implementation
and stakeholder engagement with a
high priority also placed on data privacy,
including robust guidelines for data
collection, access and consent. The
recommendations may be viewed on the
HIQA website at www.hiqa.ie.
		
Another technological
development in the health care sector is
the growing access patients have to online
video doctor consultations, including
those offered by health insurers as part
of a private health insurance package,
but whether these represent an entirely
positive evolution is a matter of some
debate. On one hand, proponents point
to the growing pressure on the GP service,
with many GPs unable to take on any more
patients or due to retire, and the option
to access medical advice and possibly
a prescription from a doctor online for
a variety of more minor ailments would
help to alleviate this pressure. Moreover,
online video consultations offer the chance
for a relatively low-cost interaction with a
qualified doctor with shorter waiting times
and no need to travel to a specific location.
		
However, critics of these services,
including many GPs, point to concerns
surrounding patient safety and continuity
of care. Such critics suggest that video
consultations cannot replace a physical
examination and face-to-face interaction
between a GP and patient and the personal
relationship that develops between them
that is so vital to overall health outcomes.
Many GPs, including the National
Association of General Practitioners, do
see a role for telemedicine when used by
GPs as part of a follow-up process with
their own patients.
		
One Irish company that has
defended its offering is VideoDoc, which

recently announced the extension of its
services to 24 hours, seven days a week
and is set to double its workforce from 25
to 55 over the coming year. This company
has stressed that its doctors are all based
in Ireland and registered with the Irish
Medical Council, with the majority also
working as GPs in physical practices.
The company notes that these GPs have
been trained in delivering telemedicine
and adhere to prescribing guidelines
that prohibit certain medications that are
open to abuse. Importantly, a note on
all consultations is sent to the patient’s
own GP. Such measures may go some
way toward avoiding serious deficiencies
highlighted in online medical services in
other jurisdictions.
		
However, a key problem with
the area of online medical services is
that it currently lacks any regulation in
Ireland beyond existing legislation on
the registration of doctors and, in the
absence of such regulation, it is extremely
difficult for patients to know whether they
can place their trust in these services.
There is an increasing call for standards
and regulation to be implemented in
this growing sector – with this regulation
long overdue, it is a call to which the
Consumers’ Association of Ireland
resolutely adds its voice.
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MONEY NEWS

Money News
Buying
Refurbished
Phones Online
The European Consumer Centre (ECC)
Ireland has reported consumer complaints
in the area of refurbished phones
purchased online. Complaints included
faulty goods and delivery problems. The
ECC is advising consumers to do their
research and pay securely before hitting
the purchase button.
		
This warning comes as ECC
Ireland figures reveal that just over half of
all refurbished phone complaints received
from Irish consumers during a 12-month
period from March 2017 to March 2018
about traders based elsewhere in the EU/
EEA related to delivery problems, with
many goods not being delivered at all.
Almost one third of refurbished phone
complaints from Irish consumers for the
same period involved goods either arriving
faulty or a fault emerging shortly after
purchase. Other complaints related to
phones not picking up any Irish mobile
network, the IMEI reported lost or stolen,
or postage/delivery restrictions on goods
using lithium-ion batteries.
		
In relation to half of all complaints
involving refurbished phones, the trader
either refused to respond from the outset
or stopped responding after a complaint
was made. In some instances, consumers
who placed their orders through online
platforms did not even know the seller’s
identity.
		
As a result of these findings,
consumers are encouraged to buy from
reputable sellers and to check online
reviews before purchasing. The ECC
recommends that consumers do their
research and consider the following
questions :
• Will the phone work in Ireland?

Money News by Róisín Moloney Weekes

“The European Consumer Centre (ECC)
Ireland has reported consumer
complaints in the area of refurbished
phones purchased online. ”

• Are you are buying from a private seller or
a business?
• Are contact details easy to find on the
website?
• Is there a returns policy?
• Is the seller offering any guarantee?
		
In addition, consumers should
check the product description carefully and
remember that, unless otherwise stated,
the manufacturer’s warranty for a
refurbished phone may no longer be valid.
If the trader is slow to respond to questions
or does not answer them in a satisfactory
way, then you should look elsewhere. And
finally, it is important to always use a secure
method of payment, like a credit card.
The table below offers a flavour of the
complaints Irish consumers have made in
relation to purchasing refurbished phones
online.

ECC Ireland findings on complaints relating to refurbished
phones purchased online
52.5% of complaints were in relation to delivery issues.
32.5% of complaints were in relation to goods that arrived faulty or became faulty soon after purchase.
In 50% of all complaints, the trader either refused to respond or stopped responding.
In 30% of all complaints, the trader either refused to provide a refund after failed repair attempts or
refused to give a refund when the consumer tried to cancel/avail of their right to withdraw.
43% of complaints were about the same trader claiming to be based in the UK (e.g. with UK domain
address) but that is actually based outside the EU/EEA.
25.6% of complaints were about another trader based in the UK.

Obtained online at www.eccireland.ie November 2018
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The Irish economy and the construction sector
The housing shortage and its intrinsic links to the
overall Irish economy have become more and more
evident as the housing crisis appears to worsen.
The Economic and Social Research Institute (ESRI)
has carried out some research assessing if the
Irish economy has the capacity to meet future
activity in the construction sector and the results
demonstrate the complex nature of the situation
and the risks that might be faced. The strong pace
of growth in the Irish economy is noted and in that
context it would appear that, while the economy is
not unduly constrained in terms of labour market
and financial sector developments at present, it
does lead to a number of conclusions. Employment
levels in construction are still quite low compared

with the heights seen in 2007 but, given the current
low level of housing supply vis-a-vis previous
levels, the numbers employed in construction
are, in fact, relatively high. This suggests that
employment in construction would have to increase
quite substantially in order for increased housing
supply to be provided, in the absence of significant
efficiencies. Moreover, it now seems that much of
the additional labour needed for housing supply and
other construction and infrastructural work would
likely have to come from immigration. However,
the high cost of accommodation in the country may
act as a disincentive for workers seeking to come
and work here, especially in the greater Dublin
area. Although credit levels in total are still quite

low both by historical and international standards,
as is the amount of credit presently being used
in construction, recent trends in the levels of new
lending show that the stocks are increasing.
		
The ERSI report concludes that the Irish
economy would not appear, at present, to be unduly
constrained in terms of labour market and financial
sector developments. However, a significant
increase in housing output will lead to employment
levels in construction returning to levels seen in the
run-up to 2007 and this rise in activity levels will
also result in a substantial increase in the provision
of credit by domestic financial institutions. Thus,
macroprudential policy will be vital in preventing the
creation of another domestic credit bubble.

EU-Wide Rights In Any Language
Those jetting off for the upcoming festive
season or making holiday plans for the New
Year may like to know that ECC-Net, the
EU-wide network of European Consumer
Centres (ECCs), has created an app to help
consumers when they run into difficulty
asserting their rights while away in other EU
countries. This app provides information
in both the consumer’s own language
and the trader’s language if different.
Currently, the app is available in 25 different
languages – the 23 official languages of the
EU plus Icelandic and Norwegian. The app
is available to download on Android, iOS
and Windows devices and it covers topics
such as retail purchases, car rental, air travel,
accommodation, emergency numbers and
more. Once the app has been installed, it

works offline so that the user does not need
to be connected to the internet to find out
information on their rights. The app outlines
a consumer’s applicable rights in a range of
situations, such as in the case of delays or
cancellations when travelling by air or by sea,
accommodation difficulties where there is a
price increase or the room is unavailable, or
car rental problems where supplementary
charges are applied or there is a dispute in
relation to damage to the vehicle. As well
as explanations of your rights, the app also
provides translations that may be shown to
the trader when language barriers arise.
		
ECC Ireland reports that, between
2013 and 2017, it received on average
more than 500 travel-related complaints
each year from Irish consumers relating

to traders located elsewhere in the EU/
EEA and involving issues with air travel, car
rental, accommodation, and package travel.
Although there are many factors to take into
account, the ECC notes the importance of
empowering consumers by providing more
information and tools to help them resolve
an issue directly with a trader, while the
issue is happening. A number of actions you
can take at the time - such as putting your
complaint in writing, gathering evidence or
knowing what to request - can make a big
difference, especially when seeking redress
later on.
		
For more information and to
download the app go to https://www.
eccireland.ie/popular-consumer-topics/eccnet-travel-app/.

Women’s disposable income more affected by long-term budgetary policy
Women of Ireland are feeling the financial
pinch more than their male counterparts
as a result of changes to the tax and
benefit systems between 2008 and 2018.
Governmental changes to taxes and benefits
have led to greater income reductions for
women than for men, according to recent
Economic and Social Research Institute
(ESRI) research funded by the Parliamentary
Budget Office. Gender differences in the
impact of budgetary policy were most
marked during the period of austerity
budgets from 2008 to 2012. Since then,
we have seen more gender-neutral policy
reforms occurring during the period from
2013 to 2018.
		
Gender differences in the effect of
Irish budgetary policy over the past decade
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can be attributed to the fact that women
are more likely than men to be lone parents,
to be out of the labour force and to benefit
from child-related supports. For instance,
the last decade of budgetary policy has
affected single men and women without
children similarly. Moreover, little evidence
was found of a gender difference in the
impact of budgetary policy for men and
women employed in paid work.
		
Lone parents, who are
predominantly women, lost proportionally
more as a result of budgetary policy over
the past decade than single people without
children. In terms of couples, the last decade
of budgetary policy led to reductions in
women’s disposable income compared to
that of their spouse, especially in households

with children. However, the significance of
this difference is mitigated by the fact that
spouses typically share their resources.
		
Most of the gender difference in
the impact of budgetary policy can be put
down to reductions in Child Benefit and
other welfare payments during the period
of austerity and to the fact that welfare
payments did not keep pace with inflation
when the recovery got under way. As a
result, in instances where women lost out
by more than men, the difference was most
evident when comparing women and men
from low-income households – thus, those
with less suffered proportionally more than
those who were financially better off.
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Product/Tech News
Tension in the air

Reeling back the years
The vinyl revival may have taken us by surprise some
years back when old-school record players started
reappearing in shops and now those who have been
missing the mixtape can start looking out for the
return of the retro cassette player as pushed by US
company Crosley Radio. Crosley already manufactures
a wide range of portable record players and claims
it played a role in the revival of that format, so it is
not surprising it has taken on the other main music
machine from the recent past, the cassette player.
Whereas many claim that vinyl offers key attributes
as a physical alternative to digital music, the case is
less strong for the arguably much-inferior cassette.
However, nostalgia sells and Crosley’s two new
models look like something straight out of 1985.
Although boomboxes that have a cassette deck have
never really left shop shelves, the Crosley CT100 and
CT200 look like legitimate relics from three or four
decades back with a mono speaker, a single-direction
tape deck, an AM/FM radio tuner, plus a handle and
large, chunky dials and controls for an authentic
80s experience. The all-important built-in mic is
included, which can be put to work in recording
songs played on the radio straight to the tape deck,
making carefully curated bootleg mixtapes or
recording yourself singing along or playing at DJ with
snappy introductions for each track. Completing the
old-world vibe, you power these devices by plugging
them into the wall or using four large D batteries
when on the go.
		
As a nod to the fact that the world has
moved on somewhat since the days of Duran Duran
and Depeche Mode, the CT100 offers the ability to
play music from an SD card or USB drive while the
CT200 has treble and bass dials and a volume unit
(VU) meter. The Crosley CT100 is currently on sale for
$60 (€53 approx.) while the CT200 is slightly dearer at
$70 (€62 approx.). And for something to play on these
machines, many have shoeboxes of old cassette tapes
somewhere in the attic waiting to be unearthed and,
indeed, a small but growing market of new cassette
tapes is emerging for those looking to start their
cassette collection all over again. Just make sure you
have a pencil ready to respool any ribbon tape that
inadvertently gets pulled out...hopefully that is a skill
that has not been lost in the intervening years.

The Crosley CT100 and CT200

The products featured on these pages have
not been tested by the Consumers’ Association of
Ireland and their inclusion here is not, in any way, an
endorsement of them.
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Movie classifications provide important information
on the age appropriateness of the film but these
classifications are to some extent subjective. A
group of researchers in Germany set about trying to
find a more objective method of gauging whether
a film is child-friendly or decidedly not suitable for
younger viewers, simply by testing the air in the
cinema.
		
Movie certifications are generally decided
on by a panel of experts who view the film before
its release to the general public. The ratings
allocated depend on a range of factors but often the
reason for restricting films to adult viewers is due
to the inclusion of scenes that are too upsetting for
younger people. Scientists from the Max Planck
Institute of Chemistry in Germany undertook a
study recently that involved over 13,000 participants
watching 135 screenings of 11 different movies, all of
which had previously been released and accorded
certifications. The idea is that audiences chemically
change the air inside cinemas as they view dramatic
stimuli due to emissions from their skin and breath.
As a result, in the study, as the participants watched
each film, air analysis equipment in the cinema’s
ventilation system measured the concentrations of
60 chemical compounds in the air every 30 seconds.
		
The findings revealed that concentrations
of one chemical compound in particular, isoprene,
given off by viewers consistently increased in direct
relation to the ‘adultness’ of the film’s existing rating.
Isoprene is stored in muscle tissue and microscopic
amounts of isoprene are released into the air
whenever we move our muscles. Thus, the more
nervous or agitated viewers get during a particular
scene in a film, the more they tend to wriggle in
their seats, and the audience collectively emits more
isoprene into the air. The study found that this rise
in isoprene became predictable during particularly
intense scenes across multiple screenings and thus
appears to be a good indicator of the emotional
tension likely to be created in any given audience.
		
There is no suggestion that this method
should replace the movie classification systems
currently in place but researchers indicate that it
might be useful in borderline cases. Where a rating
is in dispute, a test audience could view the film and
the amount of isoprene created could help provide a
scientific basis for the ultimate certification.

Product News by Clodagh O'Donoghue
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LEDs for lighter electricity bills
Following on from our news item in our
October issue that noted that the EU ban on
the importation and production of halogen
bulbs had come into force, the Sustainable
Energy Authority of Ireland (SEAI) is urging
households to swap to energy efficient LEDs
this winter. The SEAI puts forward six reasons
for making the switch:

1. Lower electricity bills
According to SEAI, swapping a single 42-watt
halogen lightbulb for an energy efficient 9-watt
LED will save around €7 a year. LEDs may be a
little more expensive to buy than their halogen
counterpart but they can save you money in
the long-term.

2. LEDs last longer
Halogen bulbs tend to dim over time and fail

after about two years, whereas LEDs can last
up to ten times longer.

3. Reducing your carbon footprint
LEDs use only around a fifth of the energy of
halogen bulbs. Phasing out halogen lightbulbs
across the EU will prevent carbon emissions
equal to the total annual emissions of over half
a million Irish households.

4. One for every occasion
LED bulbs are now available for virtually any
purpose, from regular bulbs and spotlight-style
bulbs to chandelier-shaped bulbs and threeway bulbs Newer LED bulbs labelled as ‘soft
white’ or ‘warm white’ glow just like an oldfashioned incandescent bulb and some LEDs
are also dimmable and can change colour, for a
greater range of lighting effects.

5. LEDs fit existing sockets
Most LEDs fit existing light sockets – but to
make sure the new LED will match the fitting,
take the old bulb along with you to check.

6. They are better for the
environment
Unlike CFLs, LEDs are mercury free so they are
kinder to the environment.
		
And with the festive season upon
us, LED Christmas lights are on the market
and feature all the benefits outlined above. So
to enjoy plenty of seasonal lighting without
pushing up your energy bills heading into the
New Year, LED fairy lights for your Christmas
tree and elsewhere could be the way to go.

						

The truth about fake reviews

In the shopping frenzy that precedes
Christmas and extends afterwards into
the sales, many conscientious consumers
will do their homework before parting
with their cash to ensure that the product
they are buying will be worth their
money. Online reviews can provide a
very helpful source of information to learn
about users’ hands-on experience with
a product – but can all online reviews be
trusted? Unfortunately, as is so often the
case, consumers need to be wary about
where they place their trust and customer
reviews are no exception, particularly when
it comes to glowing recommendations and
five-star ratings.
		
Our UK colleagues at Which
recently conducted an investigation that
revealed how pervasive the problem of
fake reviews has grown. The posting of
positive reviews increases ratings and
rankings, with the result that unscrupulous
companies can be drawn to creating fake
reviews in order to inflate their sales.
Companies need to be smart about how
they go about this, however, and so pay
or incentivise individuals to make false
postings that seem natural and genuine to
online retailers like Amazon that are on the
lookout for phony product reviews.
		 The Which investigation found a
number of Facebook groups where sellers
offer financial incentives or their products
‘free’ or at discounted rates in exchange for
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Amazon reviews. Typically, an individual is
asked to order a product through Amazon
by manually finding the product using
a search term and browsing some other
items first, presumably to make the search
look more natural. The purchaser is then
asked to write a review and send a link to
the seller, after which they are told they will
receive a refund through PayPal. Which
investigators found that if they wrote a
review that fell short of five stars they were
asked to rewrite it and, if they refused,
they were asked to delete it. Refunds of
the purchase price were not received in all
cases.
		
These findings highlight the
need for consumers to be aware that
not all online reviews can be trusted at
face value. To avoid falling for a fake
review and being disappointed with their
purchase, consumers need to read reviews
in depth rather than relying solely on the
ratings, looking out for warning signs
such as postings that sound unnatural or
repetitive. They should check if a large
number of reviews have been posted
in a short period and look at reviewers’
histories to see if they review lots of the
same product or invariably give five
stars. Finally, consumers should check for
inconsistencies, such as ratings at the very
top and bottom end of the scale or praise
for aspects or features that have been
much criticised elsewhere.
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FOOD & HEALTH / Juice cleanses

Cleaning Up Your Act?
The pros and cons of juice
cleansing

Those keen on cleaning up their act in the New Year might be tempted
to kick-start it with a juice cleanse, but does this trendy option hold
water?
REPORT by Clodagh O’Donoghue
At a glance
• Juice cleansing plans
• Claimed benefits
• Health advice
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Many of us start the New Year with the
intention of turning over a new leaf in one
form or another and often that involves
making an effort to live more healthily. After
the indulgence of the Christmas period, many
of us greet January with a renewed enthusiasm
for improving our lifestyles, especially in terms
of being more careful about what we put into
our bodies. After the myriad sausage rolls,
mince pies, and foil-wrapped chocolates,
we yearn to reinvent ourselves by swapping
these admittedly fairly disastrous diet choices
for fresher, lighter, healthier options. This is a
laudable ambition but, for some, just laying off
the alcohol and confectionery may not seem
to be a sufficiently extreme measure to make
up for all the reckless eating behaviour of the
previous few weeks. As a result, one trend
that likely sees a significant upswing at the
beginning of each new year is juice cleansing
or detoxing.
		
Juicing is big business with juice
bars continuing to pop up alongside salad
bars and raw food outlets, all looking to
help us get our recommended five to seven
portions of fruit and vegetables a day. Juice
cleansing takes it to an entirely different

level, however, with providers suggesting
that, by confining yourself to a set regime of
liquidised fruit and vegetables that you will be
able to give your body a rest from digesting,
rid your body of toxins and excess waste and
replenish nutrients. The promised benefits
variously include a boost to your immune
system, more radiant skin, clearer and brighter
eyes, reinvigorated energy levels and weight
loss. However, most health experts remain
unconvinced at best on the positive impacts
of juice cleanses. Often enthusiastically
advocated by famous faces with undeniably
enviable figures, juice cleansing may indeed
work for some people but it is important to
state from the outset, that - whether or not
they deliver any substantiated benefits - juice
cleanses or fasts are not a safe option for
everyone. Providers’ websites note that their
cleansing plans are not suitable for pregnant
or breastfeeding women, and those with heart
or kidney conditions, compromised immune
systems or other health concerns need to
consult their doctor before embarking on any
extreme eating regime.
		
So what is involved? How does it all
work? And why do the opinions of a majority
December 2018 / January 2019

of health experts range from sceptical to
positively critical? Consumer Choice takes
stock of the juice cleansing market and
considers both the claims and the caveats.

What’s on the menu
An online search of the juice cleansing market
in Ireland revealed that there are a number
of providers offering the service. People
living in Dublin would seem to have a better
range of juice cleanse providers to choose
from though there are companies that deliver
all over Ireland. In our research, we found
juice cleansing packages on offer for one day
through to three-day and five-day options,
with some providers offering a lengthy sevenday programme. The one-day programmes
are aimed at those who want to dip their toe
into the world of juice cleansing and see how
they find it before moving on to the more
challenging multiple-day options.
		
Juice cleansing may be promoted
as a quick fix for your health, but it is not a
cheap fix with prices starting at €25 for a
one-day package rising up to €75 for three-day
options. For five-day options, we found
prices starting at €125 and one seven-day
programme costing €159. And if you want
the convenience of delivery to your door,
these charges will increase. For these not
insignificant sums, you will generally get five
freshly prepared juices that you will drink
throughout the day – at breakfast time, during
the morning, at lunchtime and dinnertime and
in the evening.
		
The juices have to be ordered
between 24 and 48 hours in advance as they
are made fresh on the morning of collection
or delivery. As the juices generally are
unpasteurised and preservative free, they will
need to be stored carefully and kept in the
fridge or the freezer depending on how long
the programme is. One provider will provide
half a batch initially and then a second batch a
couple of days later for its five-day programme
to ensure that the juice has not gone off by
the time that you are due to drink it. Another
provider takes a slightly different approach in
that it blast-freezes its juices as soon as they
are made and customers will need to freeze
the products in their home, taking them out
the night before they are due to drink them
and putting them in the fridge to defrost.
		
A more recent variation that has
appeared in this market is the soup and juice
regime, whereby, as well as consuming several
measures of juice during the day, two soups
are provided. In addition, one provider offers
a juice and salad detox programme where
two juices and two salads are supplied for
each day of the plan. Moreover, although
many associate a juice cleansing programme
with prohibiting any solid food, at least one
provider suggests that if you are still hungry
after imbibing the liquid options, you can eat
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fish, fruit or nuts to fill up. Some providers
have an option where you drink juice during
the day and make yourself a healthy meal in
the evening.
		
Providers generally also suggest
that you drink two to three litres of water
during the days you are juice cleansing.
Although you can still exercise, providers tend
to recommend that you are gentle on yourself
and that you listen to your body and energy
levels, potentially avoiding high-intensity
sessions. Getting a couple of hours extra
sleep a night is also often recommended. For
those who stick strictly to liquids and avoid
chewing for between one and seven days, this
is undoubtedly a difficult regime with such
reported effects as severe headaches, fatigue
and hunger pangs.
		
The juice cleansing companies
have advice for preparations to make before
embarking on a juice fast, which often involves
cutting out alcohol, caffeine and processed
foods for a number of days. This step alone
will surely provide at least some healthful
benefits. After the juice cleanse is at an end,
rather than immediately hitting the tin of
biscuits or box of chocolates the suggestion is
that you would ease back into normal eating,
choosing light healthy meals with plenty of
salads and raw ingredients and continuing to
avoid processed foods for a time.
		
Providers claim that their juice
cleanses will spring-clean tired and stressedout bodies, rejuvenate and energise you both
physically and mentally, restock your store of
nutrients, and improve the quality of skin, hair
and nails, to name but a few desirable benefits.
Whereas some providers do suggest that a
juice cleanse represents a method of losing
weight, others indicate that, although weight
loss may occur, that is not the primary aim of
the process. One provider suggests that, as
most people will see some weight loss, a juice
cleanse can be the ideal way to kick-off a new
healthier lifestyle.

Not so fast
In general, health experts appear at very least
sceptical about the health benefits promised
by juice-only cleanses, with many taking issue
with the fact that the claimed gains are largely
anecdotal with little scientific evidence to
prove them. In particular, many nutritionists
are highly critical of the claim that juices can
‘detox’ the body as, they point out, the body
is detoxing itself all the time all on its own.
If our liver and kidneys were not constantly
eliminating toxins, we would become ill very
quickly and, according to experts, there is little
or no evidence that swapping eating for only
drinking juice will help this process along.
		
Juice fasting programmes deliver
a reduced level of calories, which is why they
are associated with a degree of weight loss,
but this is often water weight and will likely

be regained when normal eating patterns
resume. Other concerns surround the lack
of protein in a juice cleansing programme,
potentially leading to a loss of muscle mass
over time, and the fact that juices do not
contain the same level of fibre as in whole
fruits and vegetables and which is useful for
regulating blood sugar spikes, helping you
feel fuller and protecting against the risk of
heart disease and cancer. Juicing also releases
sugar in fruit and vegetables and dental
health experts have warned about the risks of
tooth decay and acid erosion associated with
drinking high volumes of juices.
		
As most handmade juices are
unpasteurised, they are vulnerable to the
growth of harmful bacteria so care must be
taken to store and consume them within the
recommended guidelines, and older age
groups or those with weakened immune
systems are at particular risk.
		
Overall, many health experts take
the view that for normal, healthy individuals,
a brief juice cleansing programme lasting
a couple of days is unlikely to do any harm.
However, these experts are also keen to
stress that there is no substitute for eating
a healthy, balanced diet on a regular basis
that cuts down on sugar and salt and that is
accompanied by the recommended levels of
exercise for your age group. Although juice
cleanses may seem like the trendy route, they
will not necessarily lead to huge additional
health benefits.

The upshot
It is undoubtedly not a bad thing to consider
the start of a new year as an opportunity to
make some positive changes in your lifestyle.
Such changes may entail swapping unhealthy,
fatty, or sugar-laden foods for an increased
intake of fruit and vegetables. These switches
will undoubtedly do you good. Adding in a
juice made from fresh fruit and vegetables
every so often may help some to boost their
consumption of these nutrient-rich foods
and can also be a beneficial step. Moreover,
if you think that doing a full-on juice cleanse
for a day or two will help you kick-start a
whole new healthier regime, then, for most
people who are in overall good health, this
will probably not do you any damage and
could be the psychological springboard you
need to break bad habits and reevaluate
what you eat. However, as we noted at the
start of this article, juice cleanses are not for
everyone, including those with any health
issues to consider, growing adolescents and
older people, or those who are pregnant or
breastfeeding, are underweight, or have Type
1 or 2 diabetes or a heart or kidney condition
and it is always advisable to speak to a doctor
first if you have any health concerns at all.
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Weaning Your Baby –
Common challenges and key guidance
A safefood study has uncovered the challenges
parents face when weaning their baby onto solid
foods and provides advice and guidance on how to
manage this exciting milestone in a child's life.
With confusing and conflicting advice seeming
to come from all sides, parents can find the
process of weaning their baby onto solid
foods to be quite daunting. Parents need to
make decisions surrounding such matters as
when to start weaning and what foods to give
their babies. These are important decisions
to get right as the first two years of a baby’s
life is widely seen as a critical window for
growth, development and the prevention of
diet-related disease, including obesity. The
early years are also seen as an opportunity to
exert a positive influence on food preferences
and dietary habits in young children. Although
many babies in Ireland are weaned in line
with formal recommendations, certain
population groups, particularly those at a
social disadvantage, are more likely than their
counterparts to have a low level of weaning
knowledge, leading to a greater incidence
of early weaning. This is a concern because
the early introduction of solid foods has
been associated with a greater risk of obesity,
allergy, eczema and enteritis as well as with
the later development of generally unhealthy
eating behaviours. Moreover, parents from
low-income backgrounds have been found
to be more likely to introduce infants to
inappropriate foods, such as confectionery,
while offering fewer fruits and vegetables.
Against this backdrop, all-island organisation
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safefood has conducted a study that
investigates parents’ experiences of the wea
ning process, the barriers faced to following
weaning guidelines, and the best methods
for supporting families who are weaning their
children.

The research
In the safefood study, entitled What Parents
Think About Weaning, information was
gathered through 19 focus groups – 11 in the
Republic of Ireland and 8 in Northern Ireland
– between November 2016 and July 2017.
The focus groups met in local community
venues and the sessions were audio recorded
and transcribed verbatim. In all, 83 parents
took part and included migrant parents, lone
parents and members of ethnic minorities.
Discussions took place on participants’
perception of the weaning process in a
number of areas, including the choosing of
what to feed their baby, the various sources
of infant feeding advice, the perceived
deficiencies in the delivery of official guidance
on weaning, and the personal experiences of
parents and their feelings and emotions as
they navigated the process.

Challenges
The study uncovered a range of challenges
faced by the participants during what should

REPORT by Clodagh O’Donoghue
At a glance
• Weaning challenges
• Research findings
• Recommendations

be an exciting transition in their babies’ lives.
A key difficulty appeared to be the perceived
confusing nature of formal recommendations
coupled with conflicting advice coming from
family and friends. In particular, advice from
grandmothers was viewed in both a positive
and a negative light and peer influence
could act as both a barrier and a facilitator
to following weaning recommendations.
Some participants reported feeling under
pressure from family and friends in terms of
making decisions about weaning. In addition,
participants noted that they felt that current
guidance was unclear about the age at which
parents should introduce solid foods and
what foods they should offer. Moreover, some
participants felt that formal recommendations
were not sufficient in addressing the practical
challenges that parents faced – such as how
much food to give, at what time of day and
by how much to reduce milk feeds. In many
cases, the guidance was not given at the right
time – instead of the recommendations being
made when weaning was about to begin,
guidance was often given in the newborn
period when parents had many other more
pressing factors to consider.
In terms of the choice of what
foods to offer, parents highlighted concerns
surrounding under- or over-feeding, giving
unsafe foods and the potential for choking.
December 2018 / January 2019

The use of commercial baby foods was
much discussed, with some participants
believing that these must be healthy
options on the basis that they are marketed
for babies. Participants also noted that
there was insufficient guidance on moving
through the stages of weaning and how to
progress between textures and food types
appropriately.

Recommendations from the
study
All the data from the focus groups was
analysed in association with a panel of
parents with a view to identifying barriers
and facilitators to compliance with
weaning recommendations. The main
recommendations arising from the study in
relation to basic information and guidelines
were as follows:
• Provide information to all parents at the time
of weaning
• Provide parents with best-practice guidelines
and the reasoning behind these guidelines
• Provide practical information when starting
solids (such as, how much milk to give, what
time of day to feed solids, how much food to
give and how often)
• Provide recipe suggestions to parents along
with guidance
• Provide guidance to parents of different
nationalities about local foods to use during
weaning
• Provide specific information about
continuing to breastfeed whilst weaning
• Provide clear and specific guidance on lumps
and textures of foods for specific ages
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• Provide parents with information about
developmental stages, growth spurts, hunger
cues and other reasons for disturbed sleep or
distress/upset
Recommendations were also
made in relation to the best channels for
communicating guidance, including the use
of face-to-face interaction between parents
and health professionals; making weaning
guidance for parents available through
multiple media channels such as online, apps,
paper and video resources; and providing
opportunities for parents to ask questions
through multimedia forums. The full report on
the study can be found at www.safefood.eu.

The age question
The age at which solid foods are introduced
into a baby’s diet is very important. The
national recommendations are that weaning
or ‘complementary feeding’ should take
place at around the age of six months or
26 weeks. It should not be done prior to 17
weeks of age as, before this, a baby’s kidneys
and digestive system are not mature and
may not be able to handle foods and drinks
other than milk. However, the introduction of
solid foods should not be delayed any longer
than six months because, by this time, a baby
needs these foods to satisfy their energy
and nutrient requirements and is ready to
develop the important skills for eating a mixed
diet. Breastfeeding can continue after the
introduction of solid foods.

Commercial baby foods
Overall, a worrying finding of the study
was the reliance on commercial baby foods
coupled with a lack of confidence in home
cooking. Commercial baby foods that come
in jars or pouches are seen as a convenient
option but also, as the safefood study
revealed, as a safe and healthy option by many
parents. The study revealed that labelling
of these foods has an influence on parental
purchasing decisions – so, for example,
product labels describing food as “suitable
from four months” suggested to parents that
they could safely wean from four months.
In addition, an organic baby food product
was much cited in the focus groups, with a
common perception being that it must be
healthy due to the use of organic ingredients
and, for some, this helped to reduce the guilt
of not offering home-cooked food.
Although the convenience of
commercial baby foods is undeniable, these
foods should be confined to occasions when
you are out and about and should be the
exception rather than the everyday offering.
As well as being more expensive, they are less
nutritious than a home-cooked meal and may
contain high levels of sugar and salt. If you do

use ready-made foods, make sure to check salt
and sugar content and opt for savoury foods
rather than desserts, which are often laden
with sugar. As many ready-made baby foods
use a similar flavour base, they can all taste the
same to your baby so it is a good idea to mix
in some of your own food to add texture and
flavour variety. Foods that come in pouches
that can be sucked do little to help your baby
develop important eating skills like using their
fingers or a spoon. Those who buy pouches
should transfer the food inside into a bowl and
use a spoon for feeding it to their baby.

Key advice
Other tips and guidance provided by safefood
for parents who are introducing their babies to
solid foods include the following:
• Always stay with your baby as they eat to
make sure they do not choke
• Never add any foods (including rusks) to your
baby’s bottle as this can be a choking hazard
and damages teeth
• Avoid foods and drinks that are high in sugar,
fat or salt as these can lead to unhealthy food
preferences that continue into later life
• Give your baby food that you normally eat
as a family but be careful about salt content
when making family meals particularly when
adding gravy granules or stock cubes
• Allow plenty of time for feeding, especially
in the beginning, as it is a new experience for
your baby and they will need time to develop
eating skills and get used to different tastes
• Avoid distractions at mealtimes like the TV,
phone or tablet and instead allow time to
interact with your baby
• Encourage your baby to eat a variety of foods,
to hold a spoon or finger foods and to try to
feed themselves
December 2018 / January 2019
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Choice Buy Roundup

2018

Whether you are doing
some last-minute gift
shopping or looking out
for good-value items
in the sales, the annual
Choice Buy Roundup
recaps on some of
the great appliances
and devices we have
recommended during
the year.

REPORT by Clodagh O'Donoghue
At a glance
• A year of Choice Buys
• Gifts and gadgets
• The lengths we go to
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It has been another busy year at Consumer
Choice during which we brought you the
test results on a wide variety of products,
from cordless drills to coffee machines and
from electric toothbrushes to ebook readers
as well as all the usual white goods from
dishwashers to tumble dryers. As 2018 draws
to a close, we look back on just some of the
outstanding appliances and devices that
impressed our testers and earned Choice Buy
status. Some of these items could make for
great gift options while others may be well
worth looking out for at a discount in the
post-Christmas sales. So for present buyers
and bargain hunters, here is our Choice Buy
Roundup for 2018.

Gifts and gadgets
Below we have a rundown of a number of
Choice Buy gadgets and devices that might
make great gifts this Christmas to provide
you with the information – and maybe even
the inspiration – you need before you head
to the shops. Smartphones and tablets are
regularly found under the Christmas tree
on Christmas morning and, with that in
mind, our current issue provides full product
tests for these items to bring you the latest
information on what is available in the market

and how new models have ranked in our
tests.

For book lovers
Traditionally, books are a reliable Christmas
gift, but for that avid reader in your life,
instead of a couple of novels, why not
consider giving a whole library of potentially
thousands of titles through an ebook reader?
Our tests have shown that, essentially, it is
hard to go wrong when choosing an ebook
reader, with almost every device on the
market achieving Choice Buy status. The
only two brands in the Irish market – Kindle
and Kobo – have refined their products to
such an extent that they virtually all deliver
on all levels that matter, with pleasing e-ink
displays, responsive screens, swift page
turning and lengthy battery life. The choice
then becomes dictated by budget, the
kinds of added features you are looking for
and whether you want to tie yourself into a
Kindle product from Amazon or keep your
options open with a Kobo device. Buying
a Kindle device means you are essentially
tied to Amazon’s proprietary AZW files
and its Kindle Store, which is undoubtedly
impressively stocked and where items are
often competitively priced. The alternative
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is a Kobo device that accepts ePub files
among other file types and allows you to
access items not only from the Kobo Store
but from public libraries and other sources.
After making the Kindle
versus Kobo decision, you
will need to consider whether
you want a basic model or
if you require backlighting
or waterproofing. The most
basic choice is the updated
Amazon Kindle (2018) priced
at a modest €70. Those who
want to add backlighting for
a spot of night-time reading
should consider upgrading
to the Amazon Kindle
Paperwhite at a price of €125
for the wi-fi only version or
the new Kobo Clara HD, which
we found recently on offer for
€100 and which incorporates
ComfortLight technology to
aid reading comfort in a range of lighting
conditions. Careless types or those who
like to read in the bath or by the pool may
need the added reassurance that comes
from waterproofing and should look to the
updated Kindle Oasis 2 for a fairly hefty price
of €269 or the Kobo Aura H2O 2 for €190.

For music fans
Despite the fact that much of the music
enjoyed now is streamed or downloaded,
there continues to be a strong drive towards
the old-school turntable and, this time
last year, we reported on the machines
that had been a hit with our testers in our
independent labs. Whether you are buying
for a long-time vinyl devotee looking to
dust down their record collection and relive
musical memories or a newcomer excited to
be venturing into the world of LPs to sound
out the possibilities, a great turntable can
make for the ideal gift. We uncovered five
Choice Buys in our December 2017/January
2018 report all of which remain available.
Although there are plenty of turntables and
record players on the shelves in well-known
consumer electronics stores, seeking out our
recommended models may require you to
look either online or in specialist shops. Our
top-rated turntable is the Rega Planar 2, a
fully manual machine that offers plenty of
advanced settings to customise your listening
experience and that delivers superb sound
quality. This turntable comes without built-in
speakers or preamp so you may need to buy
separate accessories adding to the already
hefty purchase price of €475. The older
version of this machine, the Rega Planar 1,
remains available online and, at €295, costs
around €200 less while still offering excellent
sound quality and the ability to tweak such
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advanced settings as the tracking weight and
anti-skating force. For a similar price, you will
be able to source the Pioneer PL-30-K, which
offers the ultimate in ease of use as well as
impressing in terms of
audio quality. With this
automatic model, you
can avoid having to lift
the tonearm on and off
the record and operation
is as simple as pressing
a button. The built-in
preamp means that you
can connect it directly to
any hi-fi system or speaker
but you can also switch
the preamp off if you
prefer to use an external
or hi-fi preamp.
		
For budding
DJs, the Lenco L-3808 is
a direct-drive turntable
in which the motor is
connected directly to the platter on which
the record spins, so it gets up to full speed
immediately and you can also stop records
instantly, aiding mixing. This solidly-built
device comes with an integrated stereo
preamp, a USB connection to make digitising
your record collection easier, a removable
cartridge and the ability to tweak advanced
settings, all for a price of €199. We found
our final Choice Buy in this category, the
Pro-ject Primary, for €175, for which you will
get a manual turntable that offers pleasing
sound quality and is generally easy to use and
maintain.
		
The other gift a dedicated
music lover will appreciate is a great set
of headphones or earphones. In our July/
August issue this year, we looked at all
sections of the market, from over-ear and
on-ear headphones to more discreet in-ear
models and found products to recommend in
all categories.
Different
headphone
types suit
different
circumstances
and most
people will
require a
couple of pairs
to cater for
their listening
habits both on
the go and in
the comfort
of their home.
Whereas
over-ear or
around-ear
headphones that completely surround

your ear and provide for a very immersive
audio experience might be best for listening
to your hi-fi system or turntable at home,
in-ear headphones are more portable and
likely to come in handy for keeping yourself
entertained on your smartphone on your
commute. There may well be bargains in
the headphone market at this time of year as
newer models come on stream so be sure to
shop around before parting with your cash.
In the over-ear headphone category during
the summer, the Sony WH-H900N h.ear on
2 Wireless NC won out, delivering excellent
audio quality, effective noise cancelling
and good battery life for a current price of
€280, though you may be able to find these
headphones for less. In addition, these
headphones are wireless with a Bluetooth
connection and as well as being able to take
phone calls via the built-in controls, they can
activate your smartphone’s voice assistant.
		
Our top in-ear headphones again
came from Sony and have come down to less
than half their original price. We found the
Sony WI-H700 h.ear in 2 Wireless recently for
€90, down from €190 during the summer, and
these lightweight neckband headphones will
deliver superb sound quality with the ability
to play high-resolution digital files when
required. These Bluetooth headphones can
connect to your smartphone using NFC and
the neckband will vibrate when you have
an incoming call, which you will be able to
answer without getting your smartphone
out of your pocket thanks to the in-built
microphone. Moving up in price, the Sony
WI-1000X currently cost €229 and these
wireless headphones tout the unusual feature
for in-ear models of active noise-cancelling
technology. As well as performing well in
listening tests, these Bluetooth headphones
can again be linked to a smartphone via
NFC and a companion app will even detect
whether you are still or walking and adjust
the noise-cancelling
feature so that you will
hear more ambient noise
when you are moving
around outside than
when you are sitting
indoors or on transport.
The only non-Sony Choice
Buy in this year’s test, the
B&O Beoplay E4 in-ear
headphones provide
great audio quality with
the added bonus of active
noise cancelling aimed at
enhancing your listening
experience. Bucking
the wireless trend,
these B&O earphones
instead have a 140cm
cable, which houses a battery and noise-
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cancelling circuitry as well as controls for
playing, pausing, adjusting volume, and
taking phone calls. In an unusual feature, a
transparency mode on these headphones
allows you to stop noise cancellation with
one swift movement – to listen to a travel
announcement at a train station or airport,
say – and then reactivate it just as swiftly.

For coffee drinkers
Depending on how much you love the coffee
drinker in your life and how serious they
are about their caffeine habit, you have a
variety of options at a wide range of price
points as revealed in our June product test
of coffee machines. From those who are
looking for capsule convenience to those
who want the full barista-style experience,
there is a machine for everyone among our
Choice Buys, most of which remain readily
available and with some having come down
considerably in price.
		
The popularity of capsule machines
has soared in recent years thanks to their
slimline, compact dimensions coupled with
a stylish appearance and the minimum of
effort or fuss required to make a great-tasting
cup of coffee. These machines are typically
fairly modestly priced, though by choosing
a particular model you will be tying yourself
into buying a certain type of capsule on
an ongoing basis. In the past, only the
manufacturers’ brand capsules would work
in these machines but now most models are
compatible with third-party capsules that
are likely to be priced less than their brand
equivalents. Among the best value capsule
coffee machine options are the Lavazza Jolie
and the distinctively-shaped Krups Oblo,
both of which we found priced recently at
around the €50 mark. The Lavazza model is
compatible with the manufacturer’s A Modo
Mio capsules, while the Krups model is part
of Nescafe’s Dolce Gusto capsule system
and both are simple to use and produce
flavoursome coffee with a great crema. In
the highly popular Nespresso range, the
Essenza Mini is made by both Krups and
Magimix and is available for around €90
from a wide range of retailers. This machine
can be used with Nespresso and Nespressocompatible capsules and quickly and quietly
delivers coffee with a nicely balanced flavour
and pleasant aroma. Nespresso’s newer
models, the Vertuo and Vertuo Plus, use the
manufacturer’s redesigned capsule system
aimed at providing more options in terms of
coffee size without compromising on flavour.
With no third-party compatible capsules
on the market, you will be tied into using
Nespresso’s dome-shaped Vertuo capsules,
which are a little dearer than the brand’s
original capsules. These are largish machines,
with the Vertuo’s water tank holding 1.3
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litres of water and the larger Vertuo Plus
accommodating 1.8 litres, but those who like
big mugfuls of coffee to get them started
in the morning will appreciate the choice of
coffee sizes on offer – from a 40ml espresso
and a 150ml gran lungo to a 230ml mug or
whopping 414ml alto.
		
For a more dedicated coffee fanatic,
you might like to invest in a ground coffee
machine that lets them choose from the
endless ground coffee options on the market
and tailor the coffee-making process to their
individual preferences. Our two Choice Buys
in this subcategory remain available and with
a bit of shopping around you may be able to
find each of them at a significantly reduced
price of around €150-€160. Both made by
DeLonghi, the Scultura ECZ351 BG and the
Dedica EC685 take a bit more effort to brew
your perfect coffee and can be tricky to clean
but produce excellent results. With both of
these models, you can brew either one or
two cups at a time as needed and an effective
steam pipe is provided that will froth milk for
cappuccino or latte options.
		
Those prepared to splash out to
the tune of €730 can consider the DeLonghi
ECAM Eletta Plus 44.620.S, a bean-to-cup
machine that features
a built-in coffee grinder
that will prepare
coffee beans to your
specifications. This
DeLonghi model presents
plenty of customisation
options to adjust coffee
temperature, size and
strength as well as
automatic settings for
cappuccinos, lattes,
Americanos and
flat whites for those
who prefer to keep
it simple. Despite its
many capabilities,
this machine is very
user-friendly thanks to a
clear touchscreen control panel and is easy to
clean to boot.

For DIY enthusiasts
If you are keen to encourage someone you
know to get on with a bit of DIY in the new
year, the gift of a great drill could be just the
nudge they need. Three of our four Choice
Buys from our June test remain available
– one combination drill that incorporates
a hammer action and two drill-drivers that
use a rotary action and that are designed
primarily for the tasks of drilling holes and
driving screws. The Bosch PSR 18 Li-2 is
an easy-to-use 18V drill-driver option for
those who want to get stuck into a few
household jobs without taking on anything

too strenuous. This 18V drill-driver is super
at screw-driving, making it ideal for putting
together flat-pack furniture, for example, and
drilling performance was particularly good on
wood in our tests, though this appliance was
less comfortable dealing with harder surfaces
like metal. We found this Bosch model
online recently for €136. If you want to add
a hammer action for more heavy-duty work
like drilling through concrete or paving slabs,
the Bosch PSB 18 Li-2, priced at €175, will do
a decent job. Moreover, this well-balanced
18V combination drill excels at screw driving
and it scored highly in our tests when drilling
through wood, sandstone and metal. This
drill is simple to use and a second battery is
supplied so you should not run out of power
on lengthy DIY sessions. Those willing to
invest a bit more in their DIY career might like
to splash out on the DeWalt DCD791D2. For
the hefty cost of €475, you will get top-notch
drilling performance from this 18V, two-gear
drill-driver, combined with good battery life
and a second supplied battery. However,
with no hammer action, you will not be able
to tackle tougher outdoor jobs with this
DeWalt model.

For a spot of personal
grooming
Men of all ages will no doubt
appreciate anything that takes
the sting out of the daily grind of
shaving by speeding the process
up or making it more convenient
and our March test turned up two
electric shavers that were a cut
above the rest. The main decision
here is whether to opt for a rotary
or a foil shaver. Whereas a rotary
shaver generally has three circular
heads with blades that rotate behind
a fine grid to lift and cut the hair,
a foil shaver has a straight head
with oscillating blades housed
underneath a perforated foil that
move sideways to sever stubble that
pokes through the holes in the foil. Those
who favour a rotary shaver might like to
consider the Philips S9711/31 – a premium
cordless model that can be used for both wet
and dry shaving, in and out of the shower.
Importantly, it delivers an impressively close
and very comfortable shave very quickly
and quietly – and you can adjust the speed
of the blades to suit your skin type. Battery
life is very good with a digital display on the
handle to let you know how much charge
is remaining and this washable model also
comes supplied with a Smart Clean Plus dock
that cleans, lubricates, dries and charges your
shaver with the aim of keeping it in tiptop
condition.
		
If you are looking for a foil shaver,
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the Braun 9290cc is again a cordless model
with impressive battery life that can be used
for wet or dry
shaving and testers
found it very easy
to use, comfortable
to grip and capable
of delivering a close
and comfortable
shave in doublequick time. A
trimmer slides up
the shaver and
locks into place for
precision pruning
and a multi-tasking
self-cleaning dock
is supplied that will
clean, lubricate,
dry and charge the
shaver. Neither of
these shavers come
cheap, however,
as we found them
both recently for
around €300.
		 Those
thinking of looking after a loved one’s oral
health by giving them an electric toothbrush
can consult our May article, with information
on trends in the market and products on
test at a wide range of prices. Of our five
Choice Buys only two remain readily available
in shops – the Oral-B Genius 8000 and the
Oral-B Genius 9000 – and we found these
toothbrushes recently for €140 and €155,
respectively, representing a significant
reduction on their original price. For your
money, you will be getting high-performing
electric toothbrushes that come with a
selection of supplied rotating brush heads
and a number of different brush modes to
customise your teeth cleaning regime for
the best results. These Bluetooth-enabled
electric toothbrushes can connect to the
Oral-B app downloaded onto a smartphone
to make use of the manufacturer’s Position
Detection technology that combines motion
sensors in the brush with facial recognition
software to guide you through your dental
routine. Using the smartphone’s front-facing
camera, the app is designed to show where
in your mouth you are brushing and when to
move on to the next segment, issuing a score
out of 100 when you are finished to let you
know how well you have done.

Outstanding appliances
Those looking to upgrade a household
appliance or two should, if possible, wait until
a sale is on as there are undoubtedly bargains
to be had. With time limited offers, it pays to
be prepared and by doing your homework
in advance, you can quickly spot when an
outstanding appliance is discounted to a
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more affordable price. Although not always
the case, higher-end, higher-priced products
often top our
ratings tables when
on test thanks to
their impressive
specifications and
performance ability
– and though
these appliances
may seem very
desirable, they can
be outside a typical
household budget.
Clever shopping in
the sales, however,
can mean that you
may be able to get
that high-end item
for a mid-range
price or even less.
In terms of
household
appliances, we
have looked at
all the major
white goods this
year – dishwashers, washing machines,
tumble dryers, washer dryers, fridges and
freezers. In most of these categories many
of the recommended appliances remain on
the market and so those doing some serious
shopping should look to the original product
tests to do their research before going
bargain hunting. A price survey carried out
recently reveals that even before seasonal
discounts kick in, some great appliances have
been reduced in price, often to reflect that
newer models have come on to the market.
		
In our dishwashers test in May, we
reviewed a range of appliances including the
spacious Belling FDW150W that can wash
15 place
settings – or
150 items – in
one go and
will leave
crockery
gleaming.
Previously
priced at
€730, we
found this
product
recently for
€529. Smart
capabilities
have been
emerging
in all our
white goods
categories
in recent
times and the
dishwasher

segment is no exception with examples
including the Bosch SMV68TD06G and the
Bosch SMS88TW06G/01 - priced currently at
€970 and €800, respectively - both of which
feature wi-fi-connectivity so they can be
remotely monitored and controlled via the
Home Connect app on a smartphone.
		
Smart features were also evident
in some of our washing machine Choice
Buys in our April test. For example, the
Samsung WW90J5456FW combines great
cleaning performance, impressive spinning
and a generously sized 9kg drum with its
‘SmartCheck’ automatic error-monitoring
system that can detect and diagnose
problems via a smartphone app and then
offer some trouble-shooting solutions.
This year’s washing machines test included
high-end options like the feature-laden
Neff W544BX0GB and Bosch WIW28500GB
- two built-in appliances costing €800-900
that offer a choice of 15 different wash
programmes and a striking TimeLight
function projects the time remaining onto
the floor - as well as the more basic Beko
WTG741M1W, which delivers very satisfactory
cleaning, rinsing and spinning for the
relatively modest price of €290.
		
For those looking to incorporate a
drying function into their washing machine
to save space in their home, our July/
August issue featured a washer dryers test.
Choice Buy options here included the eyewateringly expensive Miele WTH120WPM,
priced at €1,999, that delivers a top-quality
performance both acting as a washing
machine and as a tumble dryer and that offers
some appealing and innovative features,
including its auto-dosing technology and
SteamCare system. Rather less expensive
but still high-performing is the LG F4J6TM1W,
a fairly roomy machine priced currently at
€728 with a washing
capacity of 8kg and a
drying capacity of 5kg
and the smart addition
of NFC technology
for uploading extra
wash programmes and
diagnosing any minor
problems that may
need troubleshooting.
At €549, the Zanussi
ZWD71460NW was our
least costly machine
in our batch and is a
little short on fancy
features but it more
than takes care of the
basics of getting your
clothes reliably clean
and dry. For a dedicated
drying machine, our
top-rated tumble dryer
from our July/August
December 2018 / January 2019

The lengths we go to
To bring you our product tests, Consumer Choice works closely with
International Consumer Research and Testing (ICRT). ICRT is an association
of 35 consumer organisations from across Europe and around the globe,
including countries such as the US, Australia, New Zealand and Hong Kong.
ICRT organises and aggregates testing among consumer organisations,
enabling them to work together to provide high-quality and independent
information on goods and services to consumers worldwide. Each test is coordinated by a member organisation, with input from the other organisations
as to the testing programme and products included. Like Consumer Choice,
each international member acts exclusively in the interest of consumers, does
not take advertising and is independent of commerce, industry or political
parties. Around 60 highly specialised laboratories around the world are used
to carry out research and tests on thousands of products annually using
state-of-the-art testing equipment. Generally, the products are purchased
anonymously from shops and websites and subjected to rigorous tests
that take into account how people actually use the items as well as current
government and industry standards. The tests evolve from year to year to
reflect increasing capabilities and standards as well as changes in usage. The
tests include technical measurements and assessments as well as judgements
by expert panels and, in some cases, ratings by regular consumers who are
given hands-on experience with the products. The aim of these efforts is to
provide consumers with objective ratings that enable them to make informed
decisions and be confident that, when they part with their hard-earned cash,
it will be money that has been wisely spent.

issue, the Bosch WTWH7561GB currently
costs €850 and will provide a spacious 9kg
drum, outstanding drying performance, low
energy consumption and smart connectivity
for monitoring and controlling this machine
remotely via the Bosch Home Connect app.
		
Finally, this year we also considered
cold storage appliances in three separate
tests – we reported on fridges in April,
freezers in July/August and fridge freezers
in November. Outstanding models that
remain available include the pricey Miele
FNS35402, a built-in upright larder freezer
that ticks all the boxes and two extremely
spacious freestanding Samsung fridges – the
Samsung RR39M7140SA and the Samsung
RR39M73407F/EU – all of which can be
relied upon to get your food down to safe
temperatures quickly and keep them that
way regardless of how hot or cold it gets in
the surrounding room. Those looking for
built-in fridges that turn in an impressive
cooling performance can choose from the
Bosch KIR41AF30G, Bosch KIL82VS3, Neff
KI1813F30G and Siemens KI41RAD30, with
prices ranging from €749 upwards to €1,169.
		
Fridge freezers that combine
chilling and freezing are a popular option
and we reported on these appliances in our
November issue, where our Choice Buys
included a number of American-style and
multi-door fridge freezers alongside more
traditional tall models. Interestingly, when
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we repriced these appliances recently, many
had been discounted to
either a greater or lesser
extent. In particular, our
expensive top-scoring
Choice Buy, the impressive
Samsung RS68N8941SL,
which combines high
performance, ample
storage, and state-of-theart smart capabilities, has
seen its price significantly
slashed from €3,200 to
€1,900. Although this is still
undoubtedly an extremely
pricey option, this fridge
freezer could appeal to
those prepared to make
the most of its smart
functions, including the
wi-fi-enabled touchscreen
on the fridge door and
the cameras inside the
appliance that can send
images to the SmartThings
app downloaded onto a
smartphone to help you
with your shopping list.
By opting to do without
such smart capabilities,
however, you will be able to greatly reduce
your initial investment and still get a super
fridge freezer with a total of nine models

recommended in last month’s test.
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Lifestyle/Internet-connected devices

Connect Smart –

Consumer guidelines for securing
internet-connected devices
Consumers need to take a number of actions when bringing an
internet-connected product into their home to address potential
security and privacy vulnerabilities.
REPORT by Clodagh O’Donoghue

This time of year often brings an influx of new
products into our homes either received as
gifts or as bargains sought out in the sales, and
more and more of these items will be able to
connect to the internet. It is estimated that
there are now 20 billion connected devices on
the planet - outnumbering people by nearly
three to one - and this figure is projected to
double by 2022. Thus, the range of internetconnected devices now on offer and finding
their way into our homes is constantly growing
and encompasses wearable fitness trackers,
home security systems, white goods including
fridge freezers, televisions, smart speakers,
baby monitors and toys. Dubbed the ‘Internet
of Things’ (IoT), technology such as sensors
embedded into everyday items enables these
objects to remotely communicate with each
other, with users or with a central system – and
this innovation can be put to a wide variety of
purposes.
		
These devices hold enormous
potential to enhance our lives - for example,
by helping us to organise family life, providing
new insights into our health and wellbeing and
enabling us to monitor our home when we are
not there. However, consumer organisations
worldwide have repeatedly found that many
of today’s smart products are rushed to market
with too little consideration given to basic
security or the protection of users’ privacy.
The result is that unscrupulous individuals with
minimal technological skills are able to hack
into these smart products so that they can
then spy on you, listen into conversations, steal
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personal information, and even communicate
directly with people in your home, including
children. By accessing certain products in
the home, hackers may also be able to use
these as a gateway to other smart devices and
gadgets on the premises.
		 Consumer Choice has previously
considered the serious risks posed by
internet-connected devices, particularly in
relation to children. In our December 2016 /
January 2017 issue we looked at a number
of toys that connected to the internet and
their significant shortcomings in terms
of security and privacy protections, their
vulnerability to being hacked by a third party
and their potential use as hidden marketing
tools. Moreover, this time last year, in our
December 2017 /January 2018 issue, we
focused on children’s smartwatches where,
unfortunately, the same lack of consideration
to resolving security weaknesses had been
found. These products were marketed to
parents as a way to keep a child safe but
investigations had revealed that, in fact, these
devices could leave a child more vulnerable.
		
In addition to privacy and security
concerns, internet-connected devices
raise issues surrounding the erosion of
ownership and product lock-in. With
considerable progress still needed, consumer
organisations around the globe have been
working individually and together to urge
manufacturers, policymakers and regulators
to put consumer rights, privacy and security
at the heart of new IoT developments. Earlier
this year, in our February issue, Consumer
Choice reported on the work of four
umbrella consumer organisations - ANEC,

BEUC, Consumers International and ICRT – in
drafting a set of recommendations based on
core principles that are vital for building a
thriving and trusted digital environment for
consumers. The aim of these principles and
recommendations is to get to a point where
consumers can wholeheartedly embrace
all the benefits that the IoT environment
can provide with full confidence that the
technology has been designed, developed,
and created with consumer protection and
safety as its central tenet.
		
Given the safety shortcomings
of many products currently on the market,
Consumers International - a group of more
than 200 member organisations from over
100 countries - is seeking to empower
consumers by providing key advice on
how they can make use of smart products
while protecting their privacy and ensuring
their device is as secure as possible. The
ConnectSmart campaign seeks to help
consumers make informed decisions about
the technology they use in their everyday
lives. From researching a technological
product before you buy, to creating a
strong password and adjusting security and
privacy settings, to turning off the device
when it is not in use, these tips provide
practical advice on how consumers can best
protect themselves while still enjoying the
convenience and benefits these products
offer. Below we have provided Consumer
International’s guidelines on how to ‘connect
smart’ and recommend that consumers take
these actions when introducing an internetconnected device to their home.
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World Consumer Rights Day
World Consumer Rights Day takes place on March 15th each year – the date on which, in 1962, US President John F. Kennedy, speaking to
the US Congress, became the first world leader to formally address the issue of consumer rights. Celebrating the day provides an opportunity to demand that the rights of all consumers are respected and protected and to protest against market abuses and social injustices that
undermine those rights. In 2019, the theme for World Consumer Rights Day will be ‘Trusted Smart Products’. With so many products we
use increasingly becoming connected by default, the event will highlight what consumers want and need from a connected world and the
importance of putting the consumer at the heart of the development of digital products and services.
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Money/Gadget insurance

Buying Gadget
Insurance
Consumer Choice reviews research carried out in
the gadget insurance market and looks at the key
questions consumers should ask to make sure they
are getting value for money.
Christmas gifts and seasonal sales for many
of us include making gadget purchases for
ourselves or our loved ones. Maybe a new
mobile phone or laptop, tablet or computer,
a smart watch, sat nav, or digital camera?
For some, a handheld game console, ebook
reader, headphones or camcorder may be on
the list. It is likely that most consumers will
make some sizeable purchase of electronic
goods over the season and this leads many of
those consumers to the question of gadget
insurance.
		
The Central Bank of Ireland has
recently published the findings of a study that
it conducted on the sale of gadget insurance.
This study identified gadget insurance as a
priority risk for a number of factors but, most
notably, as it is generally sold as an add-on
when buying new electronic devices, such
as mobile phones. According to a related
Economic and Social Research Institute (ESRI)
international literature study, consumers often
agree to add-on insurance at the point of sale
due to emotional and situational factors that
can prompt decision fatigue. This limits the
consumer’s ability to fully understand the
terms and conditions of complex insurance
policies.

Research findings
The Central Bank study identified a number
of consumer protection risks during this
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research and was concerned in particular
with the absence of a consumer-centric
approach to certain aspects of gadget
insurance product design, such as in making
sure that the product sold meets the needs
of the consumer and in how the cost of the
insurance is presented at the point of sale. Part
of this project involved consumer research
and this showed that, in the majority of cases,
consumers did not understand their cover
and thought it covered more than it did. Some
consumers were paying for cover they did
not need and few consumers were familiar
with the details of the exclusions and excess
related to their policy. Moreover, consumers
considered some policy terms to be unfair,
such as the excess costing more than the
repairs, the application of waiting periods, no
cover for under 18 year olds and restriction
on the age of the gadget and the place of
purchase.
		
Arising from this study, the Central
Bank has provided the industry with some
feedback to assess in the context of the
manufacturing and distribution of their
non-life insurance products. One of the areas
raised included inadequate information
provided to consumers of gadget insurance
policies. The study identified that many of
the insurance products reviewed renew
automatically on a monthly basis for an
extended period - this period was most

REPORT by Róisín Moloney Weekes
At a glance
• Seasonal purchases
• Central Bank study
• Key questions
commonly up to 59 months. During this time,
consumers received little or no communication
post-sale from the manufacturer or distributor
in relation to the gadget insurance product.
This was of concern because the consumer
aspect of this research reported that 21% of
respondents did not cancel previous policies
after taking out a new policy. The focus of
the consumer was very limited in respect of
their insurance and more concentrated on
the detail and purchase of the gadget itself.
Also, the majority of the participants in the
study indicated that they had not intentionally
sought out gadget insurance but that they had
been offered it while making a purchase of a
mobile phone or other gadget.
		
Consumers should be aware that
they may not receive any communication from
the insurer throughout the policy term. This
lack of communication can increase the risk of
the consumer inadvertently failing to cancel
the policy when they take out a new one or
when they no longer need the policy.

Gadget insurance selling
concerns
Insurers appear to set a wide target market
for the gadget insurance products – that
is, anyone over 18 years who purchased a
mobile phone. This target market does not, at
present, exclude consumers who already have
an existing insurance policy and this can lead
December 2018 / January 2019

to consumers paying for cover that they do
not need. The Central Bank has suggested to
the industry in general that efforts should be
made at the point of sale when assessing the
suitability of the gadget insurance product to
obtain the relevant information. This research
found that 41% of respondents disagreed
with the statement that “gadget insurance
providers do the best they can to understand
the needs of their consumers”. In such
circumstances, it is for consumers to protect
themselves by asking the relevant questions
when being recommended to take out a
particular policy when making a purchase of
a phone or other gadget. The Central Bank
states that it expects insurers to remain fully
aware of the reliance that consumers place on
distributors and ensure that regular reviews
and appropriate updates are made to the
product information/documentation provided
to consumers at the point of sale. In addition,
insurers should satisfy themselves and be able
to demonstrate that front-line staff distributing
their gadget insurance products are provided
with appropriate and relevant training and
information in relation to the product, so that
they are in a position to clearly explain product
features to consumers and to properly assess
suitability. Given the findings of the present
research, however, it is for consumers to make
this judgement in their particular purchase
given the possibility of the Central Bank’s
expectation not being met.
		
One more important factor
highlighted in this research was the price
of the gadget insurance and how this was
presented to consumers. The price was
usually quoted as a monthly figure rather
than on an annualised basis or based on the
maximum possible duration of the insurance
contract, which, as noted above, can be up to
59 months in some instances. Without fully
understanding the price structure, consumers
simply cannot make informed decisions.
Consumers should seek to understand the
cost of the insurance premium on both an
annualised basis and based on the maximum
possible duration of the insurance contract,
particularly where the insurance contract
continues to renew automatically.

Making a claim
It will be of particular interest to consumers
that this research found that, while there was
an overall high rate of acceptance of claims,
there was a number of recurring reasons
why claims were being declined and these
included:
(1) The loss of handsets not being reported
to consumers’ telephone networks within
the timeframes set out under the insurance
contract terms;
(2) Policyholders failing to report claims to the
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insurance company within the timeframes set
out under the insurance contract terms;
(3) The failure of policyholders to supply the
insurance company with all the information
and evidence required in order for the insurer
to verify the validity of the claim.
		
The above reasons for a claim
being declined could potentially have been
avoided by the consumer if they had been
more familiar with the terms and conditions of
the insurance product purchased, specifically
those impacting on making a claim. It
should be noted that the consumer research
highlighted that, while 43% of consumers read
the policy terms and conditions, the majority
of consumers failed to understand their
cover, what it included, or the details of the
exclusions and excess related to the policy.
A recurring reason for declined claims was
when policyholders did not supply the
insurer with all the information and evidence
required in order for the insurer to accept the
claim. Where the required documentation
or clarification has not been provided, the
claimant must be issued with a reminder.
Consumers need to be proactive when making
a claim and may need to take the lead in
negotiations with insurers in order to have a
successful claim.

What to ask

concerns that there is a risk of a gap between
what consumers believe their gadget
insurance covers and what it actually covers,
particularly in circumstances, supported by
the research findings, where consumers are
not made fully aware of the key features and
exclusions of the gadget insurance product.
This risk is acerbated by the fact that many
consumers purchase the insurance as an
add-on sale and are not generally informed
of the yearly cost of insurance or the cost of
insurance over the maximum duration of the
product.
		
In the light of these findings,
consumers who are making a gadget
purchase in the current shopping season
and beyond need to ensure that they are
making informed decisions in relation to any
related insurance policy. The table below
offers some key questions that consumers
should ask and which may be of assistance in
gaining clarification on a gadget insurance
policy at the point of sale. Consumers are not
under any obligation to take out a gadget
insurance policy but, if they choose to do
so, they should do so selectively and with
a clear understanding of the product they
are purchasing. Finally, consumers should
remember that a gadget insurance policy is a
purchase in and of itself and they should make
sure not to get distracted by the purchase of
the device. These are separate purchases and
need to be considered separately.

The Central Bank states that, having
considered the overall findings of the thematic
inspection and consumer research, there are
Table: Key Questions Consumers Should Ask About Gadget Insurance Before Buying
1

What does the policy cover?

2

Do I need the cover?

3

What are the exclusions?

4

What is the excess?

5

Does the age of the gadget count?

6

Are there under 18 restrictions and are they relevant?

7

Does the place of purchase affect the cover?

8

Does the policy renew automatically? If so for what period of time?

9

How do I cancel the policy?

10

Where can I find a copy of the policy?

11

Will I receive communication from the policy provider throughout the term of the policy?

12

How do I make a claim under the policy?

13

Will I receive an annual statement of the premiums I have paid?

14

Are contact details supplied if I wish to discuss a claim or feature of the policy?

15

Do I have any existing policies that will cover my purchase?

16

I have decided to purchase the gadget insurance – Am I doing so on the recommendation of the retail sales person? If so am I
relying on verbal advice only to make my decision?

17

Do I feel that this sales assistant can properly assess my needs and clearly explain the product features to me?

18

Do I know how much this insurance cover is costing? Am I being quoted a monthly figure, an annual figure or the maximum
duration of such contracts which is 59 months?

19

In the event of loss or damage to my device what is the procedure for reporting? What is the timeframe? What evidence is
required? What are the consequences of not meeting the reporting requirements?

20

In the event of a claim, how do I appeal a decision that I am not happy with?

21

Did I intend on buying gadget insurance with this purchase?
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MONEY / Consumer spending behaviour

When Spending More
Means Saving Money
Consumer Choice questions popular
consumer spending behaviour and
suggests some New Year’s resolutions
that can help the pocket and the
environment.
Sometimes it makes more sense to buy
quality at a higher price when we consider
the longevity of better-quality products
compared with the expense of disposing of
inferior products that last a shorter time, the
inconvenience of having to replace them
and the cost to our environment. There are
many reasons that most consumers will
agree strengthen the argument for more
conscious consumerism but we may just
need a reminder.
We sometimes forget that being
frugal does not mean saving money, rather
it means spending money wisely. We seem
to be bombarded with cheap products incredible bargains it seems, but do these
bargains cost us more in the long run?
Warren Buffet said it very well: “Price is what
you pay, value is what you get”.
Frugality is about choosing wisely
and managing your money in a way that
facilitates the maximum use in the long
run. This is supported by an attitude of
confidence that sees the long view and does
not get caught up in buying the cheapest
version of whatever it is you need. When
we make a purchase, we have to consider
the future of the product and the spending
that will be incurred down the line. Will the
product require maintenance and upkeep,
replacement costs, disposal costs and the
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associated inconvenience? The longer you
own the product and the more frequent
the use of the product, the more important
quality is.
Our consumer culture has
changed dramatically from the practice of
investing in quality, long-lasting items to the
consumption of large quantities of massproduced, low-quality merchandise. In this
world of quick fixes, low cost and disposable
goods, we have lost our expectation that
products should last. If we reflect on
our behaviour as consumers we might
wish to move away from this low-quality
expectation and demand higher standards.
One way we can demand change is to shift
where we spend our money.
If we take the time to identify
quality products and make the investment
in these products, we are supporting those
retailers that do not compromise quality
for price. There are certain products that
pride themselves on being quality items
that stand the test of time and there are a
number of websites that offer reviews in this
regard.

Quality products
Below we look at some useful products that
you should aim to buy only once - products
that you would expect to use for the

REPORT by Róisín Moloney-Weekes
At a glance
• Quality products
• Consumer culture
• Environmental benefits

rest of your life and that are worth some
investment. Nobody can underestimate the
usefulness of some good tupperware. A
good strong umbrella in the Irish climate is
certainly worth the investment, particularly
when we consider the waste and frustration
generated by a bad-quality umbrella that
breaks the moment it is called upon.
A good chef’s knife is a product
worth investing in because your chef's
knife is the single most used tool for every
meal. It is the workhorse in the kitchen. It
is going to do the chopping, the splitting,
the peeling of large fruits or vegetables,
the cutting of meats and the list goes on,
so make sure that you are able to hold
the knife in your hand with a closed fist
when chopping before making a purchase.
Remember when justifying the investment
that a good knife will last you decades if you
care for it. Do not believe any fad-marketing
claim that suggests that the knife will never
need sharpening - a good knife will need
regular sharpening.
Another investment kitchen
item that will help feed you and your
family for a lifetime is a trusty cast iron
pan. Cast iron has several advantages
over newer cookware, including excellent
heat distribution, the ability to cook on the
stove, in the oven or even over a fire and,
December 2018 / January 2019

when properly cared for, cast iron will last
hundreds of years. In order to get the most
out of your cast iron pan and ensure that
it lasts, you need to season it. A properly
seasoned cast iron pan is every bit as nonstick as anything you can buy today and it
will last much, much longer. Be sure to avoid
pans with seams, cracks or uneven or sharp
edges. And for absolute longevity, choose a
cast iron pan that is all one piece, rather than
one with a wooden handle.
Household tools are also worth
some thought and some investment.
Owning some basic tools may not be a must
in every home today but having the right
tools can enable you to deal with small
household mishaps. Avoid the 100-piece
tool-kit and stick with a few basics that are
high quality and durable. Look for forged
metal tools with plastic, fiberglass or metal
handles. Choose pieces that are heavy-duty

and tough.
Perhaps you should consider
investing in a leather bag. It is becoming
more and more difficult to purchase leather
products with short-life synthetic disposable
fashion infiltrating the best of our retailers.
These items are designed to last one season,
wasting our money, wasting our time and
destroying our environment. If you look for
classic style and high quality for products
such as bags and briefcases you won’t put
a fashion foot wrong. Look for small tight
stitches that are made with heavy thread.
Ensure any detailing is nicely machined and
properly finished. The most durable bags are
made of top-grain leather. If you use your
handbag or briefcase even once or twice a
week, it will actually be very inexpensive
if you consider your cost per use over its
lifetime.
There is no doubt that buying

wisely and buying quality bring great
satisfaction. We can enjoy superior quality
products and we can depend on the
longevity of such quality products. There is
also the benefit of relieving environmental
guilt. As we become more and more aware
of environmental damage at the hands
of consumerism it certainly feels good to
think that spending wisely can also reduce
our personal carbon footprint. We need
to embrace the value in quality products,
in craftsmanship, in the notion of passing
on to the next generation and we need
to embrace all the benefits that go with
this attitude of frugality. The tables
below offer ideas for some small steps in
this direction that consumers might take
up when Christmas shopping or as 2019
resolutions that save our pocket and save
our environment.

Table 1: Once-off purchases to replace disposable waste
Item

Why?

Reusable
bags

Bringing your own reusable bag when going shopping saves your wallet and protects the environment too. This is one of the most basic and
simple recycling initiatives. It is easy to safeguard the environment by using reusable bags, therefore cutting down on the amount of plastic
bags going to landfill and entering our water sources. Invest in a particularly nice reusable bag and you’ll be more likely to care for it.

Reusable
coffee
mugs

Many independent coffee stores as well as larger chains are providing discounts to customers who bring their own reusable cups. With the
promotion of reusable cups on the rise, now is the time to make the change by investing in a high-quality reusable cup, enabling you to feel good
with every hot drink that one less disposable cup is dumped in landfill.

Stainless
steel
drinking
bottles

Stainless steel bottles are particularly nice to drink from, as well as being completely recyclable, corrosion resilient and lasting longer. They
are often more expensive than plastic bottles but give you the feel-good factor with every sip. Remember that you are contributing to the fight
against the destruction of marine biodiversity. Imagine the waste generated from all those plastic bottles dumped into landfills, which take years
to decompose. Using eco-friendly stainless steel bottles is an essential step in becoming part of the solution and not part of the problem.

Table 2: Purchases that are more mindful of the environment
Item

Why?

Ethical
clothing

Consider for a moment what you are wearing. Be honest and consider the level of waste you generate in a year when it comes to clothing. Could
you improve your wardrobe for 2019? Would you consider looking at ethical clothing labels? Would you consider making purchases with the
view to long term wear? A wool coat that is functional and natural or one pair of high-quality summer sandals? A smaller wardrobe filled with
higher quality, durable, stylish clothes should be the aim. The environmental benefits are considerably enhanced by the fact that you will look
better in high-quality clothes - it’s a fact.
There are various eco-friendly clothing brands in Ireland that provide chic, elegant, fashionable yet sustainable attire. The Kinsale
Leather Company, Fresh Cuts Clothing, and The Tweed Project are just some examples of local ethical clothing labels. In relation to green clothing, there are also eco-friendly websites that are providing alternatives to our fast fashion consumer behaviour. Sustain Sisters promotes a more
sustainable way of obtaining woman’s clothes by rejecting the fast fashion mentality and instead focusing on a borrow boutique system. The Nu
Wardrobe is also against fast fashion, offering an online clothes-sharing service which encourages people to save money and reduce waste all at
the same time.

Natural
products

Natural beauty products avoid the chemicals found in many conventional toiletries, which can have a negative impact on the environment as
well as on our skin, with potential problems such as irritation and redness arising. Moreover, microbeads - tiny pieces of plastic that have been
found by the hundreds of thousands in conventional shower gels, face-scrubs and toothpaste - are detrimental to the environment and should be
given a wide berth.

Organic
wine

Rather than giving up alcohol for 2019, why not switch to organic wine? Organic wine is better for the environment and for your health, compared with non-organic wine. For organic wine, a whole different set of practices is used to manage the vineyards. Organic wines are produced
with only organically grown grapes, which are not sprayed with the likes of pesticides and herbicides to destroy unwanted organisms or weeds.
This makes opting for organic wine the safer choice.
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MONEY / Financial Planning

Financial Reset
for 2019
REPORT by Róisín Moloney-Weekes
At a glance
• Dealing with debt
• Future finances
• Financial advisors
The Christmas break is the perfect time
for reflection on our spending habits and
our financial situation. For many of us, the
financial splurge over the Christmas period
generates a feeling of guilt and spurs us
on to make the New Year a time of change.
For others, reflection on our financial
situation is more serious and many of us are
suffering in varying degrees from financial
stress. Financial stress can result in some
disturbing symptoms such as sleep difficulty
and feelings of anxiety and isolation. We
may be in denial and ignore our financial
difficulties or we may feel extreme guilt and
financial problems can generate tension
in a household that starts to affect familial
relationships.
		
Tackling your finances may be
a bigger task for some but now is always
the best time to start. The process entails
committing to dealing with whatever it is
you face and becoming familiar with what
exactly you have coming in and going out,
what you owe and where you want to get
to financially. We all suffer financial events,
some more significant than others - it
may be a car breakdown, job loss, illness,
bereavement or many other events that can
drive you into debt and, in many cases, to
financial stress. This can be combatted to
various levels with planning. Organising
your finances, naming your financial goals
wherever your starting point and putting a
structured plan in place is the general idea to
get you to your financial destination.
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Consumer Choice compiles some
top tips for establishing financial
wellness in 2019.
Dealing with debt
The first area to tackle is debt. If you have
concerns about your debt, gather the
relevant information: To whom do you owe
the money? How much do you owe? What
is the interest rate and term of the loan?
Separate good debts from bad, good debts
being loans that are helping you build longterm wealth, such as your mortgage on your
home. Bad debt, on the other hand, includes
credit card debt, any personal loans or loans
in arrears. Establish what you are being
charged on these loans. It is always worth
contacting your debt provider to see if you
can renegotiate the repayments or interest
rate. When you have a complete list of debts,
tackle the most expensive debts - the loans
with the highest interest rates and fees - first.
Depending on your level of debt you could
consider consolidating your debts into one
loan. This option can potentially save you
money but this will depend on your level of
debt and rates and fees combined. You will
also need to find a lender that is willing to
take on your debt and at a rate that will make
sense in the sums. Obtaining a lower interest
rate can make a significant difference to your
finances. This is the case for short-term debt
but it is also the case for long-term debt,
such as mortgages. Switching mortgage
can make a sizeable difference. Making
an appointment to speak with mortgage
advisers in a number of financial institutions
can be extremely useful in obtaining
accurate repayment figures and will give you
an indication of the options available to you.

It is important to shop around.
		
For those who feel that their debt
may become a problem, they can contact
the Money Advice and Budgeting Service
(MABS). This service assists individuals on
a wide range of personal debts including
mortgage arrears, personal loans, credit
card debt, hire purchase, rent arrears, court
fines, catalogue debts, sub-prime loans and
legal moneylenders. MABS looks at each
client's situation as a whole and seeks to
find solutions that provide the best possible
outcome for that individual. Those who have
problem debt, or are worried that their debt
may become a problem, can contact the
MABS Helpline on 0761 07 2000 (Monday to
Friday, 9am to 8pm).

Abhaile
MABS also provides a service known as
Abhaile, which seeks to help homeowners
find a resolution to their home mortgage
arrears. Those who qualify for the service
can obtain free financial and legal advice
and help from experts. The aim of Abhaile
is to help those who find themselves in
mortgage arrears to achieve the best
solutions and keep them, wherever
possible, in their own homes. A dedicated
adviser will work with individuals and their
lender to determine the best solution for
their particular situation.
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Budgeting
Get a budget in place. Some of us are better
than others at managing the day-to-day
spending. It follows that organised dayto-day spending will lead to good financial
planning for the future. Mind the pennies
and the pounds will mind themselves! If you
are sick of living week-to-week, then let 2019
be the year you take control of your finances.
The starting point is visibility with the aid of
a budget. You need to know what’s coming
in and what’s going out. Of course, there is
what we think we are spending and this may
not be as accurate as we believe. Keeping a
daily spending diary for a couple of weeks
can be extremely insightful. It can be useful
to begin with separating your money into
different accounts such as those offered by
An Post, which allow the use of a wallet/sub
account for different bills. There are also
various apps that can assist with this. There
is the option of using actual envelopes but
it is not advisable to hold much cash in your
home for obvious reasons - however, the
concept may be useful to allow clarity.

risk and the return.
		
Insurance is a staple in all our lives
but do you know what you are currently
insured for? Have you got a level of cover
you are happy with? Do you have life
insurance or illness cover? Do you have
health insurance, car insurance and home
insurance? Are you getting the best deal in
the market for your level of cover? Insurance
is a big spend and putting the leg work
into comparing and switching can make
some real savings. Moreover, circumstances
change and new policies emerge, so an
annual review of insurance is a must.
		
We all have a number of financial
questions to face. What if I become unwell
and cannot work? Am I prepared for my
children’s educational expenses? On
retirement, what pension will I have and will
I get a lump sum? We must all try to identify
our likely future financial events and we
must then do the sums on the costs of such
events. To prepare for these events we need
to make a start. Name your financial goals. It
is hard to see how we can reach those goals
if we don’t know what they are. This is the
time to reflect on long-term, medium-term
and short-term financial goals. With a goal
in mind, a structured plan can be put in
place. Despite how far away it seems, it is
motivating to get on the right track and at
least be moving in the direction of those
goals. We must review those goals and
structures as our circumstances change.
When it comes to our financial health now is
always the right time for a check-up.

Financial advice
You may decide that you need the assistance
of a financial advisor. You can get financial
advice from a number of sources, including:

Future finances
Do you think about your retirement? This
may be an area of concern for you as it is for
many. Getting retirement financial plans
in place can generate great stress relief but
facing the prospects of what appears such an
uphill climb can be enough to make you run
a mile. Beginning a pension plan, no matter
how small, can bring a sense of control
that lends itself to financial confidence and
responsibility. Ask your employer about
the pension fund it provides and make
2019 the year that you get on the road to a
better financial future. If you already have
a pension fund, perhaps you could take the
time to review it.
		
Some of us are natural savers, but
unfortunately not all of us are. Do you have a
rainy day fund? Everyone should have some
sort of emergency fund as well as a longterm regular saving plan. If you have any
lump sum available, check what investment
option is right for you by weighing up the
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1) Tied agents
Tied agents can advise on and sell products
from the financial services business to which
they are tied. They must only sell you a
product that is suitable for your needs, but
they will not be able to shop around for you
or suggest other financial services providers.
2) Multi-agency intermediaries
Multi-agency intermediaries, including
investment brokers, can provide advice on
and sell products from a number of different
financial services businesses.
3) Authorised advisers
When providing financial advice, authorised
advisors must take into consideration
relevant products from all financial services
businesses operating in the market.
4) Mortgage brokers
Mortgage brokers generally work with a
number of mortgage lenders and when you

are applying for a mortgage, they can act
as an intermediary between you and these
mortgage providers. Fees and charges will
vary so be sure to ask about these before
committing to using a mortgage broker.
		
A financial adviser must provide
you with their ‘terms of business’, which
outlines their authorised status and the
services they offer as well as letting you
know if they are tied to any financial services
businesses for any products they advise
on. Before engaging any financial advisor,
it is important to make sure that they are
operating legally by checking if they are
authorised to give financial advice by the
Central Bank. A register of all financial
services providers that are regulated by the
Central Bank is provided at http://registers.
centralbank.ie/.
		
Never sign any contract or hand
over money to an advisor until you are
satisfied that they are authorised. In the
event that you encounter a problem with
an unauthorised financial advisor, they are
not regulated by the Central Bank and you
will therefore not have access to complaints
procedures and compensation schemes
available.
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PRODUCT TESTS / Air fryers

Air Fryers
Fast food for health-conscious chip
lovers...Consumer Choice features five
Choice Buy air fryers that will deliver in
minutes.
In the past, Consumer Choice has reviewed
deep-fat fryers but, in these more healthconscious times, such oil-heavy cooking
methods have fallen from favour to a great
extent. Yet, the appeal of the traditional chip
endures and inventive types have developed
machines that use little or no oil to produce
a similar effect to deep-fat frying without the
negative health implications. The air fryer
has appeared on the scene in recent years,
with manufacturers dubbing their devices
‘healthy fryers’ or ‘low-fat fryers’. In reality,
these machines are not actually fryers at all.
Instead, they are convection ovens that sit on
your countertop and that can produce crispy
food without the guilt or remorse that can
accompany the consumption of deep-fried
items. Consumer Choice examines what
you need to consider before purchase and
serves up five Choice Buys that will produce
satisfyingly delicious results.

What to consider
Deep-fat fryers submerge chips in hot oil to
cook them for a crispy finished product, albeit
one that is laden with fat. Tempting though
this might be, there are undoubted health
risks associated with regularly indulging in
fat-heavy dishes. Adopting a very different
approach to try to recreate the deep-fried
experience, an air fryer is essentially a
countertop device that works rather like a fan
oven, with air heated and circulated inside
to cook the food placed in the removable
basket. As well as ‘frying’, many air fryers
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claim to be able to roast, bake and grill for an
all-round cooking machine that can do more
than just produce portions of chips.
		
So, the key question is: do you need
one? Before rushing out to hand over your
cash, there are some factors to consider.
		
First, you will need to be aware
that these devices do not duplicate deep-fat
frying and the chips they cook will be more
akin to oven chips than those from the
chip shop. Moreover, lovers of battered
foods will not be best served by an air fryer.
Nonetheless, the best air fryers are capable of
delivering pleasingly crispy and tasty results,
and little or no oil will have to be used to
achieve the effect.
		
These countertop devices are not
particularly compact items, and they can
often be wide and stocky so will typically take
up a fair amount of space on your worktop.
Those who use them to make chips on a
daily basis will likely leave them sitting on
the counter but more occasional users may
want to pop the fryer into a cupboard. If so,
they will need to judge the fryer’s dimensions
and see if they have the required cupboard
space and also how awkward the device will
be to store. Machines that have a smooth
and uniform outline with no accessories or
appendages jutting out and a detachable
cord that can be tucked away will be better
suited to slotting easily into a cupboard.
		
Even though air fryers are generally
bulky devices, they are not necessarily
capable of cooking large amounts at once

REPORT by Clodagh O’Donoghue
At a glance
• What to consider
• Features to look for
• Five Choice Buys
and so hungry households could find
themselves having to make multiple batches
at mealtimes. Among our current Choice
Buys, we have machines that can only
manage a modest 500g of chips in one go
but also more substantially sized models
that can produce a massive 1.5kg of chips in
a single batch. The working capacity of the
fryer is important and will be a key factor in
determining if the device will suit your family
circumstances. It is worth remembering that
squeezing more than the recommended
weight of chipped potatoes into your fryer
could result in very uneven results as the hot
air will not have sufficient room to circulate
to get everything cooked properly. Given
the restricted capacity of many air fryers,
these devices may be better suited to
small households with one or two people.
Conversely, larger households, and especially
those that already have a full-sized oven and
grill, may not benefit sufficiently from yet
another gadget to serve essentially the same
purpose while cluttering up the kitchen.
		
Air fryers take less time to pre-heat
than deep-fat fryers and some air fryers
require no heating up time at all. Overall,
however, air fryers will not necessarily be
much quicker than a traditional oven or more
energy efficient. In addition, most air fryers
will be only able to cook one food at a time.
However, among our Choice Buys is a device
incorporating a tray that sits on top of the
main bowl and that can be used to cook a
second item - chicken breasts or steak, for
December 2018 / January 2019

example – while you cook your chips.

Features to look for
If you decide that an air fryer is for you, there
are a few features that are worth seeking out
that will be likely to improve your experience
of using the fryer.
		
Similar to using an oven, food
being cooked in an air fryer will benefit
from being regularly turned or shaken to
ensure that everything is evenly cooked
and uniformly brown or golden. There are
several ways this can be achieved, including
models that require the user to regularly pull
out the basket during cooking in order to
give it a shake. Ideally, you would need to be
shaking the basket every five minutes or so,
which requires not only effort but a degree of
concentration and focus as most devices do
not come with an alarm to remind you. Other
devices, however, come with a stirring paddle
that can relieve you of shaking and turning
duties. Instead, the self-stirring paddle slowly
rotates the food in the bowl during the
cooking process. It must be said that some
stirring paddles are much more effective than

others and so it is still possible to end up with
unevenly browned food. With most models,
you can opt to leave out the paddle for
situations where the food is too delicate to
be constantly rotated or where stirring is not
needed, such as during roasting or baking.
Another solution to the problem of stirring
chips as they cook comes in the form of a
rotating basket, where the bowl may be set
at a tilt and turns automatically, resulting in a
tumbling action to ensure even cooking.
		
Air fryers have a timer that can be
set according to how long you want your
food to cook. These timers can be either
manual dials or digital displays. A digital
timer offers more accurate control and makes
it easy to see how much time is left before
your dish will be ready. Temperature control
and pre-programmed settings may also be
on offer. Adding a smart element, air fryers
are emerging that can be controlled through
an app on a phone or tablet. Such smart
fryers allow you to choose a recipe via the
app, which will then send the instructions to
the machine on the temperature and length
of time needed. The app will also provide
information on the time remaining on the

Cooking performance

Cooking time

Ease of use

Energy use

Noise


1. Philips Viva Collection Air Fryer
HD9621/91 €230
The Choice Buy Philips Viva Collection Air Fryer HD9621/91 is a versatile
air fryer that can fry, bake, roast and grill and that will produce excellent
chips using very little oil. Cooking performance in tests was first-class
overall with golden and beautifully crispy chips delivered in doublequick time and chicken also turns out very well. There is no pre-heating
needed with this device so you can simply pop your chipped potatoes
inside, switch the machine on and enjoy your snack in a swift 22 minutes
later. You can fit a substantial 800g of chips into this machine and giving
the basket a few shakes during cooking ensures very even results. As
with most air fryers, this device will take up a fair amount of room on
your countertop and it is not the quietest as it works away. On the plus
side, it is very energy efficient and the surfaces will not get too hot to
the touch. Ease of cleaning is aided by the dishwasher-safe detachable
parts but the exterior and wire basket are trickier to get spotless. Philips
offers a smartphone app that can suggest new recipes and offer tips on
using your device.
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programme and let you know when your
food is cooked.
		
As with most kitchen appliances, it
is worth considering the inevitable cleaning
that will need to be undertaken when
all the cooking is done and whether the
device helps or hinders the process. Look
out for air fryers with removable parts that
can be popped into the dishwasher rather
than having to be washed by hand. Nonremovable parts should also be easy to access
for cleaning purposes and the exterior should
be smooth with no dirt-trapping ridges.
		
Given that air fryers are basically
small countertop ovens, it not surprising that
the outer surface of some devices can get
extremely hot during cooking, up to 100°C
in some cases. Other models, however, do
not have this problem, with the heat better
contained and the exterior getting no more
than slightly warm. Households with young
children will need to consider positioning
their air fryer well out of reach of small hands
if the device’s surfaces are prone to heating
up significantly.

Cooking performance

Cooking time

Ease of use

Energy use

Noise


2. Tefal Actifry Express XL €240
Only currently available online for Irish consumers, the Choice Buy Tefal
Actifry Express XL may be worth seeking out for those who would like to be
able to produce large batches of tasty chips quickly. This Tefal model is an
enlarged version of the original Actifry and is an easy-to-use machine that
can make a whopping 1.5kg of chips in one go. As well as being generously
sized, the Actifry Express XL lives up to its name and cooks quickly, with a
750g batch of chips ready in a swift 25 minutes. This device incorporates
a stirring paddle for keeping the chips moving around as they cook and in
tests this worked well, ensuring even results. What’s more, the chips are
well-cooked and flavoursome and chicken breasts also turn out successfully,
though some rotating is required here for the best results. Useful features
include a transparent lid for viewing your dinner as it cooks, a digital timer
and dishwasher-safe detachable parts including the lid, bowl and stirring
paddle. Testers found this device to be fairly noisy and potential purchasers
should be aware that the outside can get very hot when the machine is in
operation.
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Noise


3. Morphy Richards Health Fryer
480003 €150

4. Philips Daily Collection Air Fryer
HD9218 €190

The least expensive model in our current batch of Choice Buys, the Choice
Buy Morphy Richards Health Fryer 480003 will turn in a great performance
for chip lovers and is a versatile machine that can bake, roast and grill as well
as fry. This model can handle 500g of chips at once and the chips produced
are particularly flavoursome and crispy, though they will need to be stirred
regularly to achieve even results. If you don’t stir the chips as they cook,
you may be disappointed with the finished product, however. Though by
no means sluggish, it is not the fastest machine on the market with a batch
taking around 30 minutes to turn golden brown and it will take a further 3
minutes to heat up before you can start the process. Chicken breasts are
also cooked well and again will take around half an hour to be ready. This
device is exceptionally quiet and useful aspects include a detachable cord
that helps reduce the storage space needed and a timer with an automatic
shut-down to save energy. You will, however, have to wash all parts of this
air fryer by hand.

The Choice Buy Philips Daily Collection Air Fryer HD9218 does a great job
of cooking chips if you are prepared to do a bit of work in terms of regular
stirring. This device can bake, roast and grill as well as fry and will require little
or no oil to produce tasty, golden chips and evenly cooked chicken breasts.
Without frequent stirring, however, the chips are likely to be inconsistent in
texture. This machine takes three minutes to heat up but once it gets going
it delivers your batch of chips in a swift 17 minutes. With the capacity to cook
a generous 800g of chips at once, this Philips model is energy efficient as it
works away, and the surfaces do not get overly hot so users will not burn their
hands if they touch off them. Although a bit noisy when operating, this device
is generally straightforward to use, aided by a basket that slides in and out
easily and clear instructions that will need to be downloaded. The HD9218 is
grey in colour but, for those who would prefer a black model, the HD9216 has
precisely the same specifications though is pricier at €240.

Useful websites
Cooking performance

Cooking time

Ease of use

Energy use

Noise


Philips
www.philips.ie
tel: 01 524 5433
Tefal
www.tefal.co.uk
tel: 01 677 4003

5. Tefal Actifry 2 in 1 €230
The Choice Buy Tefal Actifry 2 in 1 has a neat trick up its sleeve in that it
incorporates two compartments to allow you to cook a second item, such
as chicken breasts, at the same time as you cook your chips. The chicken
can fit into a tray that sits above the main bowl, which has an impressive
capacity of 1.5kg – or around eight portions of chips. Importantly, this
device does not compromise on cooking quality with tasty results whether
it is delivering chips or chicken. What’s more, unlike many air fryers, there
is no need to stir the chips regularly in order to achieve consistent results
throughout the batch as this Tefal model includes a stirring paddle that
does the job automatically. A batch of chips takes around 35 minutes to
be ready to eat but there is no need to pre-heat this machine, so you can
start cooking from the moment you switch it on. This machine is nicely
straightforward to use, with clearly labelled controls, dishwasher-safe
detachable parts and a transparent lid so you can see what you are cooking.
However, the surface of this machine gets very hot when in operation.
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Microwave
Ovens

Here is what to look
for in a microwave
oven, with seven
Choice Buy
recommendations.
REPORT by Clodagh O’Donoghue
At a glance
• Choosing a microwave
• Previous Choice Buys
• Seven new Choice Buys

A handy appliance all year round, a
microwave oven can come in particularly
useful for festive entertaining when both
cooking staff and equipment can be put
under pressure. Whether it is steaming
vegetables, reheating side dishes or having
an extra oven to hand when the main oven
is full of turkey and roast potatoes, the
microwave will more than earn its place
on your countertop during the festive
period. And, when all the hard work is
over, the trusty microwave can again prove
invaluable for reheating leftovers or taking
the easy option with some readymade
meals. To deliver all through the year,
however, a microwave will ideally need to
cook food swiftly without drying it out,
ensure reliably even results when heating
and defrosting with no cool or frozen
patches left behind, and be easy to use and
clean. And some microwave ovens can do
so much more than simple reheating or
defrosting and offer baking, roasting and
grilling capabilities. Consumer Choice
considers what is on offer in the microwave
market and brings seven Choice Buys to the
table.

Choosing a microwave
When buying or replacing a microwave
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oven, you will first need to measure the
space you have available to see what size
appliance you will be able to fit. Within this
measurement, you will need to account
for the space required for air circulation
– typically this will be around 10cm at the
sides and 20cm at the top where vents
are located. You will also need to decide if
you are looking for a solo microwave or if
you need an appliance that incorporates
a convection oven and/or a grill. Those
happy to stick to microwave cooking,
reheating and defrosting can keep the
cost down by opting for a traditional
microwave oven. However, some may find
that a microwave oven that also provides
a grill function offers the best of both
worlds in allowing them to brown or crisp
food via a top element – something that a
solo microwave cannot achieve. Moreover,
those willing to spend more for the added
features and versatility that a combination
microwave can provide will gain an
appliance that has all the features of a
microwave oven plus those of a convection
oven with a top and bottom element so
you can roast, bake or grill food as well as
microwaving it - or use a mixture of cooking
methods. Combination microwaves can be
used to roast chickens, bake scones and
December 2018 / January 2019

even cook pizza – and although they rarely
perform these tasks quite as well as an
ordinary oven, they can be effective and
fast and could certainly be a great option
for caravans or holiday homes where space
is at a premium or as a second oven to
have on hand when you are entertaining
or preparing multiple dishes. Among our
current Choice Buys we have examples of
solo microwaves, combination microwaves
and a microwave with a grill function
only. All of our current Choice Buys are
freestanding models. There are fewer
built-in models on the market and these
tend to be significantly more expensive
while often struggling to perform to the
same high standard as their freestanding
counterparts.

What to look for
Beyond the basics of the appliance type
and size, there are some other factors you
might like to consider and check out in the
shop before committing to a purchase.

Usable space
As well as measuring the outer dimensions
of a potential new appliance to make sure
it will fit the space you have available,
the interior dimensions also need to be
considered. A slimline or more compact
microwave might save on countertop space
but you should make sure that the inside
will not be too small for your needs. Check

that your bigger plates and dishes will fit
comfortably inside without tilting and if
these will have sufficient room to rotate on
the turntable.

Flatbed design
A relatively new trend in the microwave
market is the use of a flatbed design
instead of the more traditional turntable.
A different technology is used to evenly
distribute microwaves through the food to
heat it and, by getting rid of the turntable,
it is easier to fit larger, rectangular dishes
into the appliance. Moreover, with no
rotation in a flatbed microwave, there
will not be the potential problem of these
dishes bashing off the edges as they turn
and, without a turntable, flatbed models
are less tricky to clean.

Controls
When using a microwave you are looking
for a fast and easy option, so make sure that
the controls are user-friendly and intuitive
or have good instructions on the display
– so you won’t have to be constantly
referring to the instruction manual or
puzzling over buttons with mysterious
graphics. From a cleaning point of view,
control pads are easier to keep grime free
than dials and buttons.

Visibility
It is useful to be able to check on your food

as it is cooking, so you might like to look
for a model with a bright interior light and
large transparent viewing window so that
you can see what is happening inside your
microwave. Some microwave ovens have
quite dark tinted glass that will obscure
your view, so ask to see the appliance in
operation in the shop.

Automatic programmes
Microwaves often offer a range of
automatic programmes that allow you to
enter the weight of the food and, in some
cases, the food type and then the appliance
calculates the time the item will take to
cook, reheat or defrost. This takes the
guesswork out of setting the time yourself.
Appliances with sensor programmes take
automatic functions one step further by
detecting the steam emitted by food as
it heats and adjusting the cooking time
accordingly, with the aim of eliminating
overcooking.

Multi-stage progamming
Some microwaves offer multi-stage
programming, which means that the
appliance can be set to carry out a
sequence of functions without you having
to return and adjust settings between each
phase. So, for example, you will be able to
set the microwave to first defrost a dish and
then cook it, without the need to reset the
controls between stages.

Previous Choice Buys
Three of our Choice Buys from last year’s test remain available at
either end of the microwave oven market. For a positively cheap
and cheerful price at just €55, the Currys Essentials C17MW14 does
not offer much in the way of versatility, but for those simply looking
for a microwave oven that is adept at the key jobs of cooking,
heating and defrosting, this model will deliver a highly effective
performance. It is not very speedy but the results are worth waiting
for with food cooked or heated evenly throughout without losing
moisture and items defrosted thoroughly with no frozen spots left
as the edges start to cook. The interior is on the small side, only
comfortably fitting plates of up to 27cm in width, but, on the plus
side, this appliance is very energy efficient and quiet as it works
away.
		
At the opposite end of the scale and with an eye-watering price tag for a microwave oven, the Panasonic NN-DS596B will
do much more than reheat your leftovers or defrost your frozen mince. This multitasking appliance not only performs all standard
microwaving tasks to a high level but it is also a convection oven that can be used for baking or roasting and it provides a grill feature
for browning and crisping your food. In addition, an innovative steam function is provided for health-conscious cooks. With this Turbo
Steam function, steam is injected into the oven from the built-in boiler, retaining nutrients and keeping food moist. Unusually, the
door opens downwards to aid loading and unloading of this flatbed model, which offers plenty of space for large dishes. This level of
versatility and high performance does not come cheap, however, as we found this model in shops recently for €505 and online for €420.
		
Those interested in a flatbed model for a more modest price might like to check out the Russell Hobbs RHEM2301S. This solo
microwave keeps things simple by, unusually, offering no automatic programmes or power level settings but it nonetheless performs
all the main tasks of cooking, reheating and defrosting very well indeed. For full reviews of these models, see page 28 of the December
2017/January 2018 issue of Consumer Choice.
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Speed of heating

Evenness of heating

Manual defrosting

Ease of use

Grilling

Baking


Speed of heating

Evenness of heating

Manual defrosting

Ease of use


1. Panasonic NN-CT56JBBPQ €240
(Combination microwave)

2. Panasonic NN-SF464MBPQ €190
(Solo microwave)

Although pricey for a microwave oven, the Choice Buy Panasonic NN-CT56JBBPQ will do a

The Choice Buy Panasonic NN-SF464MBPQ may not offer the ability to roast or grill

lot more than merely defrosting and reheating. This is a combination microwave that can

but it focuses on doing the basics of microwave cooking extremely well indeed.

be used as a convection oven and grill as well as a microwave oven and that proved itself in

This microwave oven has a flatbed design in place of the more familiar turntable,

tests to be equally proficient regardless of the mode it is operating in. Panasonic touts its

which the manufacturer claims gives up to 31% more cooking room in the interior.

inverter technology as enabling precise control that allows for very even results and, indeed,

Indeed, this spacious model can accommodate a plate of up to 35cm in diameter

this appliance delivers exceptional defrosting with no frozen patches or cooked edges and

and square or rectangular dishes will not present a problem by hitting off the edges

the microwave cooking results are similarly uniform throughout the dish. This Panasonic

as they might with a turntable design. Once safely stowed inside, everything will

model turns in an equally excellent performance when used for baking, steaming or grilling

be cooked very quickly and evenly with no cold spots among otherwise piping

as it does when microwaving and you will be able to use all functions in any combination

hot food and defrosting is equally uniform and effective whether on the manual

and even all together for faster cooking times and optimum results. This appliance offers

setting or automatic programme. A range of automatic programmes for different

a roomy interior that can accommodate a plate with a 35cm diameter and, with plenty of

food types are on offer to help determine optimum cooking times and power levels

automatic programmes to choose from alongside the manual settings and a clear digital

once you input the weight. This appliance also offers multi-stage cooking so it can

display, this microwave is intuitive and straightforward to use as well as being easy to clean.

be set to first defrost a dish and then cook it without you needing to go near the

This is the black model but a white version, the Panasonic NN-CT55JWBPQ, is also available

controls. This Panasonic model is very quiet as it works away and, as well as being

and priced similarly.

straightforward to use, it is a breeze to clean.

Speed of heating

Evenness of heating

Manual defrosting

Ease of use

Grilling


Speed of heating

Evenness of heating

Manual defrosting

Ease of use

Grilling

Baking


3. Kenwood K25CSE16 €180
(Combination microwave)

4. Panasonic NN-K18JMMBPQ €100
(Grill microwave)

The Choice Buy Kenwood K25CSE16 is a great option for those looking for a

We found the Choice Buy Panasonic NN-K18JMMBPQ online for €100, for which price

microwave oven that can also be used as a convection oven and grill to really earn

you will get a great microwave oven that can also grill though with no convection oven

its space on your countertop. When it comes to the basics of microwaving, your

option. Sporting a stainless steel finish, this appliance really shines when it performing

food will be delivered quickly and perfectly cooked through with no cool spots or

its main function of microwave cooking and reheating, which it does quietly and swiftly

overcooked edges. Similarly, this appliance provides fast and even reheating and

while delivering vey even results throughout, with no cool patches among otherwise

it does an excellent job of defrosting, which can be done by choosing the time

piping hot food and plenty of moisture retained. It is also adept at defrosting using both

required or the weight of the food. A range of automatic programmes is on offer

manual and automatic settings, getting the job done efficiently and evenly, and it won’t

for those who are unsure of the settings to use for various dishes and this Kenwood

lose power when used several times in quick succession. The grill does a decent job

model is easy to use thanks to the clearly labelled control panel and digital display.

without being overly impressive but it can come in handy when you want to finish off

This multitasking appliance is also great at baking and the grill function is effective

a dish by crisping or browning it to an appetising texture and shade after microwaving

when you want to brown your food to an appetising shade that microwaving alone

or when you don’t have a grill alternative in your kitchen. You can use the grill and

cannot provide – and you can use the microwaving, convection cooking and grilling

microwave functions in combination and multi-stage cooking is also on offer. This

functions in combination with each other to produce optimum results. Other

Panasonic model is fairly compact and will only fit plates of up to 27cm in diameter so

appealing aspects of this microwave include multi-stage cooking, ease of cleaning

check before you buy that it won’t be too small for your needs.

and a roomy interior that fits a plate of up to 32cm in diameter.
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Speed of heating

Evenness of heating

Manual defrosting

Ease of use


Speed of heating

Evenness of heating

Manual defrosting

Ease of use


5. Kenwood K23SM17 €100
(Solo microwave)

6. Panasonic NN-E28JBMBPQ €100
(Solo microwave)

The Choice Buy Kenwood K23SM17 is a solo microwave that sticks to the basics but performs

Although the Choice Buy Panasonic NN-E28JBMBPQ does not provide convection oven

them very well indeed. This microwave oven comes with a silver finish and will cook and

or grilling options, it does excel at all the main tasks of microwaving, reheating and

reheat dishes very quickly while ensuring that your food is evenly hot throughout without

defrosting. Microwave ovens should deliver swift and even results when cooking or

drying it out and with no disappointing cool spots. You can defrost items by setting the

reheating food, and this Panasonic model showed in tests that it performs these tasks

timer or else inputting the weight of the food and allowing the appliance to automatically

extremely well - delivering uniformly hot food that retains plenty of moisture within

calculate how long it will take – and either option delivers swift and very even results. You

a fast timeframe. This appliance is also great at defrosting, particularly on the three

can also choose from a variety of automatic programmes for such foods as pizza, vegetables,

automatic programmes for bread, meat items and meat joints, though manual defrosting

fish and pasta if you are uncertain about how long to give them and all the button controls

is very satisfactory too so you won’t have the problem of edges starting to cook while

are clearly labelled to aid ease of use. Two-stage cooking is on offer so that you can set the

frozen patches remain. In all, nine automatic programmes are on offer, including

appliance to defrost on a low power level and then cook on a higher power level without

three auto-cook programmes for jacket potatoes, fresh fish and fresh vegetables and

having to return to the kitchen to change the controls. This Kenwood model is relatively

three auto-reheat programmes for Chinese, curry and pasta. Not the most spacious of

roomy and can accommodate plates and dishes of up to 30cm in diameter and it has the

microwaves, you will only be able to get dishes of up to 27cm inside but, on the plus side,

added benefit of being very quiet as it works away.

it works away very quietly so that it will not interrupt the flow of chat or hinder listening
to the radio while you cook. The Panasonic NN-E28JBMBPQ is the silver-coloured version
of this appliance but an equally excellent white version is also available, the Panasonic
NN-E27JWMBPQ.

Speed of heating

Evenness of heating

Manual defrosting

Ease of use


7. Beko MOF23110X €120 (Solo microwave)

Useful contacts
Beko
tel (01) 401 8300
tel 01 862 3411
www.beko.ie

The Choice Buy Beko MOF23110X is a great microwave oven that will not disappoint
when it comes to the key tasks of cooking, reheating and defrosting. This Beko
model can be relied upon to quickly microwave your food so that it is piping hot
and well-cooked throughout, without drying it out or leaving any cool patches. It
is equally efficient at reheating and it also excels at defrosting, which can be done

Panasonic
Panasonic
tel 01 289 8333
www.panasonic.com/uk

manually by selecting the required time or automatically by inputting the weight
of the food – with both options efficiently delivering very even results. Eight
automatic programmes are provided - including ones for hot drinks, soup, fish
and poultry - to help users determine the optimum settings without having to
guess. A reasonably roomy machine, this Beko model will be able to fit dishes of

Kenwood
Kenwood
tel 0344 561 1234
www.kenwoodworld.com

up to 30cm in diameter without having to tilt them as you place them inside. This
appliance is straightforward to use and has the added bonus of being quiet while it
operates. Moreover, after all the cooking is done, it is very easy to clean the interior
of any splashes or spills and the stainless steel exterior will not require too much
maintenance to keep it looking its best.
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Tablet PCs
Tablet PCs that
are all play and no
work are seeing stiff
competition from
other devices, leading
manufacturers to
focus on making
their tablets more
productive.
REPORT by Clodagh O’Donoghue
At a glance
• Tablet PC trends
• 16 tablets on test
• Four Choice Buys
With often a heavy focus on consuming
content and other entertainment purposes,
a tablet PC can be a popular gift item at this
time of year, providing users with options
for watching TV and Netflix, playing games,
keeping an eye on social media, browsing
the internet, reading ebooks and more.
Despite experiencing a decline in market
growth, tablets remain ubiquitous devices
with most households owning one or more
models. Although tablets do not demand
to be changed on a regular basis in the same
way that ever-improving smartphones are
subject to apparently irresistible upgrades,
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manufacturers continue to improve and
refine their offerings to tempt users looking
to choose a new device. Inevitably brighter
and more vibrant screens, faster processing
times and longer battery life are claimed for
models new to the market. However, faced
with increasingly tough competition from
a range of other devices, manufacturers are
also focusing on how tablets can be put to
work beyond simple entertainment uses.
Consumer Choice surveyed the tablet
category at the very beginning of this year
and, with these devices often turning up on
Christmas wishlists, we consider what is new
to the market and how these compare to
earlier models so you have a full picture of
what is available before you head out to make
your purchase.

Tablet challengers
The tablet market is under pressure with
challengers looking to encroach on its space
from a variety of angles. The biggest threat
to the tablet market for some time has been
the expansion in the size of the average
smartphone. From relatively petite devices
focused primarily on communication with
some added capabilities thrown in, the
smartphone has become much more and
is used for a range of purposes that benefit
from a larger screen, including web surfing,
online shopping, and viewing content on
the go. As a result, the smartphone screen
has been steadily growing in size so that, as
evidenced by our smartphones product test
on page 39 of this issue of Consumer Choice,
display diagonals now average around the
5.5 inch mark and some of the higher-end
devices even stretch to as much as 6.5 inches.
Clearly, these bigger smartphones are more

properly categorised as phablets, given that
they come close to the dimensions of 7- and
8-inch tablets. Without being too much
smaller for viewing content and with the
added ability to make and receive calls and
texts, large smartphones make a very viable
alternative to a tablet and, in some ways, may
even remove the need for a tablet. Thus,
faced with this stiff smartphone competition,
it is not surprising that the small tablet market,
in particular, has been declining significantly
over the last couple of years.
		
However, smartphones are not the
only rivals that tablets must contend with.
Ebook readers, also suffering from slowing
growth, are eyeing the tablet market by
increasingly offering online access and web
browsing functions. Tablets themselves
may be used as for reading ebooks, though
generally their screens are not optimised for
reading comfort, particularly for long reading
sessions, unlike the display of a dedicated
ebook reader, which is specially designed for
this purpose. Equally, in our ebook reader
tests, our testers have repeatedly pointed
to the deficiencies of ebook readers when
it comes to web browsing activities. So, for
the moment, despite attempts at a crossover,
tablets and ebook readers are specialists in
their respective fields and are less impressive
when performing supplementary tasks.
		
Tablets have also experienced some
increasingly persuasive competition from
the growing category of ultrabooks. These
relatively new devices are essentially laptops
that are very light and slimline, making for
excellent portability, and that are also less
expensive than a full-sized laptop while
retaining the speed, power and hard-working
capabilities of a bigger device. Some tablet
December 2018 / January 2019

manufacturers have sought to counter the
competition from ultrabooks and laptops by
transforming their devices from machines
that focus on consuming content and
delivering entertainment to ones that also
allow users to get some serious work done,
usually through the addition of an optional
keyboard. The two-in-one hybrid tablet
category is one that is gaining traction
as consumers respond to the appeal of a
versatile device that can be used on its own
or with a keyboard as the occasion dictates.

Choosing a tablet
When choosing a tablet, the budget you are
looking to spend and what you want the
tablet to do will dictate the options available
to you. In our current tests, for as little as €90
you can purchase a modestly sized device
that will not measure much more than a large
smartphone but that will also have similarly
modest capabilities and performance levels.
Devices at the cheaper end of the market
will lack a premium feel in the hand and will
typically be fairly slow but will often be fine
for viewing video or reading ebooks. At the
other end of the scale, for a whopping €730,
you will get a state-of-the-art full-sized tablet
that will be a joy to use and to look at and
that offers plenty of options for creativity,
gaming, getting work done and more. And
in between those two price points is a
range of options that will deliver more or
less in terms of screen size and resolution,
performance standards, battery life and ease
of use. For our testers’ verdict on all aspects
of the 16 models on test, see our table below.
		
Predictably, at the top end of our
scoreboard are devices from market leaders
Samsung and Apple and these are joined by
Microsoft with its newest entry, the Surface
Go. Microsoft’s Surface tablet range was
at the forefront of the tablet/laptop hybrid
drive and, in our current batch, we test the
manufacturer’s lightest, most portable and
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most affordable offering to date. In terms
of design and dimensions, the 10-inch
Microsoft Surface Go is more in line with its
main Samsung and Apple rivals than earlier
Surface devices but the new product retains
the Windows operating system that makes it
so popular with those looking for a seamless
transition from their desktop workhorses to a
more convenient and portable alternative.
		
Indeed, you may be able to narrow
down your options in terms of which tablet
to buy by focusing on what operating
system you want to use. Apple iPhone
fans will enjoy using the manufacturer’s
operating system, iOS, on its iPads and this
is generally deemed to be intuitive to grasp
and straightforward to use with the bonus of
a vast number of apps specifically designed
for iPads. The most common operating
system in the tablet universe is Android, used
by a range of manufacturers at a variety of
price points. Despite some small variations
among the different brands, the Android
operating system will generally work the
same way and brings the advantage of being
customisable and adaptable according to
users’ preferences. For its tablets, Amazon
uses the Fire operating system, which is
based on Android but works rather differently
and is focused on allowing you to easily buy
Amazon products, such as books and videos.
The Huawei tablets on test run its customdesigned EMUI operating system, formerly
known as Emotion UI, and again based on
the Android system but with key differences
that could take a bit of time to get used to.
The Windows operating system is favoured
by those who are looking for a machine with
serious work potential, with the only example
of a Windows tablet in our current batch
being the Microsoft Surface Go, as mentioned
above.
		
While the majority of tablets are
wi-fi only, some – notably from Apple and
Samsung – also come in 3G/4G versions that
will let you access the internet when you
are on the move and there is no available
wi-fi connection to tap into. Those who
constantly need to check emails or be in
touch on a continuous basis through their
tablet might be tempted to pay the added
cost attached to a 3G/4G model plus the
cost of the monthly plan for mobile data.
However, for most of us, the wi-fi only version
should suffice. This is particularly the case
given the wide range of locations where wi-fi
can be readily – and often freely – accessed.
And when an emergency 3G/4G connection
is needed, one option can be to create a
mobile wi-fi hotspot on your smartphone and
‘tether’ the tablet to it. Organised types will
download any content they require before
leaving home so they will not be in desperate
need of an internet connection when out and
about and many apps are able to work offline

once they have been installed on your device.
		
At the top end of the market,
models from Apple, Microsoft and Samsung
have added to their work credentials by
enabling the use of a proprietary stylus or
pen. The Suface Pen, S Pen and Apple Pencil
may be supplied with the device though they
often have to be purchased separately and
allow users to make notes, draw diagrams,
and sketch on their tablet displays as well as
enabling more accurate navigation. These
accessories, together with detachable
keyboards, go a long way toward enhancing
the potential for productivity of the tablet
and turning it into a work or study aid.
		
For the second consecutive year,
no small tablet measuring 8 inches or less
has been deemed a Choice Buy – though
there are some worthy devices that should be
more than satisfactory for those who favour
compact dimensions. In our test in February
of this year, we were able to recommend four
outstanding tablets as Choice Buys – the
Samsung Galaxy Tab S3 9.7, the Apple iPad
Pro 10.5, the Microsoft Surface Pro i5, and
the Lenovo Tab 4 10 Plus – and all these
devices remain readily available in shops. For
reviews of these devices and a full overview
of the current tablet market, you might like
to combine our current findings with our
previous report on page 16 of the February
2018 issue of Consumer Choice.
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...and the competition

1. Samsung Galaxy Tab S4 €730

Our top-scoring tablet in our current batch is the Choice

zipping along at impressive speed and you will be able to

Buy Samsung Galaxy Tab S4, a pricey device that will

have two apps open at once on the display. This device

deliver a first-rate tablet experience. The 2560 x 1600

is not just about consuming content as you will be able

resolution screen is a pleasure to gaze at with vibrant

to get a good deal of work done, particularly if you buy

colours, plenty of sharp detail and the ability to cope

an optional keyboard case priced at around €170. The

effortlessly with bright sunlight. Sound quality is also

supplied S Pen allows for accurate drawing and note-

very clear with plenty of volume, making for an all-round

taking and the 64GB of internal storage can be expanded

excellent viewing experience. Measuring 10.5 inches

significantly using a micro-SD card.

diagonally but light for its size, it is comfortable enough

delivers great battery life with almost 16 hours of video

to hold this tablet in one hand for short periods but you

playback delivered in tests, though testers measured

will probably want to prop it up or use two hands for

only around half that at just over eight hours when the

longer sessions. A powerful processor keeps this tablet

tablet is used to surf the web.

This tablet also

...and the competition

2. Samsung Galaxy Tab A €330

The Choice Buy Samsung Galaxy Tab A comes in at

both the front- and rear-facing cameras do a good job

less than half the price of our first Choice Buy while

of taking clear photos. Storage on this device is a little

still delivering a top-class performance.

The screen

stingy with 32GB built in, of which only around 20 GB is

measures 10.5 inches diagonally, providing plenty of

available to users, but the memory issue can be easily

space on which to enjoy the nicely bright and colourful

overcome using the micro-SD card slot. In our labs,

1920 x 1200 resolution display that will cope well with

testers measured almost 12 hours of video playback time

few reflection issues even in strong sunlight.

Testers

on a fully charged battery and an even better 14 hours of

found this Android tablet very easy to use with swift

web browsing – so even heavy users shouldn’t run out

and responsive operation and the ability to have two

of charge halfway through the day. Those looking for

apps open on the screen at the same time. Those who

an Apple alternative might be tempted by this Samsung

regularly use their tablet to watch movies and TV shows

model which is priced a little lower and scores a bit

without headphones will not be disappointed by the

higher than the 2018 iPad.

sound quality delivered by the built-in speakers and

3. Apple iPad (2018) €369
The Choice Buy Apple iPad (2018) is the latest offering

chief innovation on the 2018 iPad is the ability to use it

from the manufacturer that essentially invented the

with the Apple Pencil, which would have to be purchased

tablet category in 2010 and this newest version again

separately and is currently priced at around €100. The

improves on its already-very-excellent predecessor.

high-performing Pencil can be used to make notes,

The 9.7-inch display is again dazzlingly bright and

sketch, add diagrams and generally enable the tablet

vibrant with impressive 2048 x 1536 resolution and the

to transform into a study aid or working device. Battery

touchscreen is as beautifully responsive as ever.

By

life is very decent at around ten hours of continuous

swapping the previous A9 processor for an A10 version,

use whether you are watching video or browsing the

this iPad is even faster than before, enabling swift and

internet. This tablet only offers a somewhat meagre

smooth operation regardless of what demanding tasks it

32GB of inbuilt storage and, with no micro-SD card slot,

has to deal with. Testers were not overly enthused about

you will not be able to expand this. Those looking for

this iPad’s camera capabilities and even less impressed

additional storage can consider purchasing the 128GB

with its ability to record video footage but the results

version, currently available for €450.

should be satisfactory enough for most casual users. The

...and the competition

4. Microsoft Surface Go €490

The Choice Buy Microsoft Surface Go is considerably

an additional €100. The tablet itself weighs 524g but the

lighter and less expensive than other tablets in the

addition of a keyboard will push this overall weight up by

Microsoft Surface range and comes with the reassuring

almost half that again, making it comparatively heavy for

familiarity of the Windows operating system for those

a tablet though still very lightweight for a laptop and an

who want to get down to business on this device. This

effective kickstand is provided for propping the device

solidly and stylishly built device comes with a 10-inch

up. Battery life is no more than reasonable with around

screen that looks bright and nicely clear with great

six hours measured in tests for both video playback and

viewing angles.

It runs Windows 10S, which comes

web browsing. With 64GB of inbuilt storage, of which just

with added privacy controls and all the ease of use and

38GB is available to users, you may need to expand the

work potential of a Windows machine. To really get

memory by making use of the micro-SD card slot or you

any proper work done, however, you will need to add a

can buy a model with a more generous 128GB of storage

keyboard, with the proprietary type cover coming in at

built in, though this will cost a rather heftier €650.
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MODEL

SPECIFICATIONS
Price (€)

TEST PERFORMANCE

Claimed
Available
Other memmemory stor- memory stor- ory storage
age (GB)
age (GB)
options (GB)

Screen size
(inches)

Weight (kg)

Screen resolution

Operating
system

General
performance
(10%)

Screen
quality (15%)

SCORE
Ease of use
(25%)

Specific tasks
(25%)

Battery
life (15%)

Device
overview (10

Back-up
security (0%)

%

Star ratings are out of five.

%)

Bigger than 8 inches
rgy
1

Samsung Galaxy Tab S4

730

64

49.2

10.5

0.479

2560x1600

Android 8.1.0















82

2

Samsung Galaxy Tab A

330

32

20.4

10.5

0.525

1920x1200

Android 8.1.0















79

3

Apple iPad (2018)

369

32

23.19

128

9.7

0.468

2048x1536

iOS 11.3















76

4

Microsoft Surface Go

490

64

37.838

128

10.0

0.524

1200x1800

Windows 10S















75

5

Huawei Mediapad M5

450

32

18.55

6

Asus Zenpad 10

200

16

7.78

7

Acer Iconia One 10

170

16

6.2

8

Lenovo Tab E10

140

16

9

Bush Spira B3

170

10.7

0.506

1600x2560

EMUI 8.0















70

32

9.9

0.461

1200x1920

Android 7.0















63

32

10.0

0.521

800x1280

Android 7.0















62

9.3

10.1

0.554

800x1280

Android 6.0.1















60

32

23.77

10.0

0.587

1200x1920

Android 7.0















59

130

16

9.36

10.0

0.55

800x1280

Android 7.0















48

380

32

18.06

8.4

0.316

2560x1600

EMUI 8.0















70

529

16

7.9

7.9

0.418

1280x800

Android 7.1.1















68

13 Bush Spira B3 8

140

32

23.39

8.0

0.321

1920x1200

Android 7.0















64

14 Acer Iconia One 8

120

16

6.09

8.0

0.32

1280x800

Android 7.0















58

15 Lenovo Tab E7

89

16

9.06

6.9

0.25

1024x600

Android 7.0















58

16 Acer Iconia One 7

90

16

6.44

6.9

0.262

1024x600

Android 7.0















56

10 Archos Core 101

8 inches and smaller

11 Huawei Mediapad M5

12

Samsung Galaxy Tab Active 2
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USING THE TABLE

SPECIFICATIONS
Price: Typical retailer’s price if you shop around.
Prices are provided for the wi-fi only version and may
vary depending on the amount of onboard storage
provided.
Claimed memory storage: The memory size in GB of
the tablet version tested.
Available memory storage: The measured amount
of internal storage available to users taking into
account the space used by the operating system and
preinstalled apps.
Screen size: Measured diagonally in inches.
Weight: The weight of the device in grams without
including any detachable keyboards.
Operating system: The operating system that comes
on the tested device. This can often be upgraded to
a newer version as it becomes available.
TEST PERFORMANCE
General performance: Includes the results of
benchmark tests to gauge how quickly data is moved
around the system as well as ratings for the start-up
time, the speed of switching between apps and the
tablet’s performance when copying files.
Screen quality: The screen’s resolution and viewing
angle, colour purity and absence of reflection in
various lighting conditions.
Ease of use: Includes ratings for the ease of setting
up and using the function buttons, connecting to
wi-fi or a 3G/4G network and transferring files, as well
as the speed and accuracy of the touchscreen, the
convenience of the physical and virtual keyboards,
and the quality of the automatic screen rotation.
Specific tasks: Includes ratings for the video call
function, watching videos, listening to music, taking
still photos, making videos, the email function,
surfing the web and ebook capabilities.
Battery life: Includes ratings for the length of time
a fully charged battery lasts when playing video or
web browsing using wi-fi or 3G/4G connections and
the battery life gained after charging the device for
just 30 minutes.
Device overview: Includes ratings for the
construction quality of the tablet, the connections
available, the measured size of internal storage and
the portability of the device.
Backup – security: Includes ratings for the ease of
making a backup and resetting the tablet, the quality
and range of security features, and the convenience
of creating multiple user accounts.
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PRODUCT TESTS / Smartphones

Smartphones
In the market for a
new smartphone?
See which ones have
got the thumbs-up
from our testers.
REPORT by Clodagh O’Donoghue
At a glance
• Smartphone trends
• 38 models on test
• 12 Choice Buys
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For most of us, smartphones and their myriad
capabilities have become so integral to our
daily activities that it is hard to imagine life
without them. These devices are rarely
far from our reach and spend hours in our
hands as we use them for so many tasks
beyond merely calling or texting. Today’s
smartphones replace the need for watches,
calculators, maps, and cameras and are
used for such practical functions as sourcing
information, buying products, paying bills
and organising our bank accounts as well
as for leisure activities like watching TV
shows and films, playing games and reading
books. Given our dependence on these
devices, it is not surprising then that we can
feel a little lost if our smartphone is out of
action or we have temporarily mislaid it or
accidentally left it at home. And when it
is time to purchase a new one, making the
right choice about the device that will fulfil
all the multiple needs and purposes it will be
used for is not a decision that can be taken
lightly. Moreover, for those who are looking
for high-end performance in all aspects, the
financial investment in your new smartphone
is likely to be considerable. To help in making
your purchasing decision, our testers have
rounded up 38 smartphones currently on the
market and have evaluated every aspect to

bring you our objective results.

Smartphones on test
It is clear from our tests that there are
plenty of products to choose from in the
smartphones market from a wide range of
price points. You can purchase a smartphone
from as little as €60-€100 and though you
won’t get much in the way of state-of-the-art
specifications or premium performance,
you may find that these modestly priced
devices will more than serve your needs.
Lower-priced devices in our current batch
also tend to have smaller dimensions, which
many may prefer. On the higher end of the
market, smartphones have almost uniformly
expanded in size with few devices sporting
screens that measure less than 5.6 inches
diagonally. There are a couple of exceptions
and some high-end models may have
smaller ‘compact’ siblings that will fit more
comfortably into the hand. Many of the larger
devices on test would be more properly
referred to as ‘phablets’ – given that their size
means that they are encroaching on tablet
territory. As a gesture to those who may find
larger phones simply too big for comfort,
there is a discernible trend toward altering
the aspect ratio and essentially making
the phone longer and thinner as a way of

December 2018 / January 2019

facilitating one-handed use. Smartphones
used to typically have a 16:9 ratio but this
is moving to an 18:9 ratio on some devices,
essentially making the phone twice as long
as it is wide. As well as making it easier to use
with one hand, such phones claim to be able
to deliver a big screen experience without
the inconvenience of a large phone and to
provide a widescreen appearance that is
better suited to viewing movies.
		
Alongside the trend toward
thinking big in size terms, smartphone
manufacturers at the top end of the market
continue to inflate the prices of their newest
flagship offerings and a number of devices on
test – notably from Apple – have exceeded
the €1,000 mark. What is more, some of
the devices that have topped €1,000 are in
fact the lowest storage options available
and they have siblings with greater storage
capacity that stretch to a whopping €1,500
or thereabouts. Not everybody wants to be
carrying around such a pricey device in their
pocket and, as our tests show, you will be
able to find phones that are almost equally
impressive for far less.
		
Apple and Samsung devices
continue to make a strong showing among
our Choice Buys and to dominate the very top
end of the market but Chinese manufacturer
Huawei has been making a splash recently
with some very worthy contenders that may
be worth considering for those looking for
something a little different from the usual

suspects.
		
Each new year in the smartphone
category sees incremental improvements
in devices in terms of ever-faster processors
and ever-more-dazzling displays but,
arguably, such enhancements can be
hard to truly appreciate over the already
very impressive performance of their
predecessors. Some manufacturers recently
have sought to differentiate themselves from
the competition by introducing dual-lens
cameras on the rear of devices. Such duallens setups are becoming more common and
take a number of different forms. In some
instances, a wide-angle lens is combined
with a telephoto lens while, in other cases,
one camera can take black-and-white photos
while the second camera takes colour photos.
Such dual-lens configurations are aimed at
increasing zoom capabilities without loss of
image quality, improving the level of detail
and sharpness of your shots or allowing for
interesting photographic effects. One of our
current Choice Buys, the Samsung Galaxy A8,
even offers a dual-lens front-facing camera
that might arguably provide rather more
detail than one would like on close-up selfies
Moreover, one phone in our current batch,
the Huawei P20 Pro, has sought to raise the
stakes with a triple-lens setup on its rear that
the manufacturer claims will allow the user to
take perfect shots every time. Though such
camera capabilities sound impressive, a really
good single-lens camera can often give the

multiple-lens alternatives a very decent run
for their money.

Evolving tests
Technological categories like that of
smartphones are marked by rapid
advances and changing usage and our
independent labs seek to keep pace
with such developments by adapting
and modifying their tests accordingly.
In addition, as specifications become
ever more impressive, our tests respond
by becoming ever more rigorous and
demanding and testers’ expectations
also are raised, making scoring even
more stringent. To reflect shifting
usage and take account of areas that
have become more or less important
to users, the weighting of test criteria
is reassessed from year to year and
changes are made as needed. For
example, in our current tests, the calling
and texting categories have been
reduced in importance slightly in favour
of a greater weighting being given to
the capabilities, design and ergonomics
of the handset, reflecting the wider
use that smartphones are being put
to beyond merely being a means of
communication. As a result of this
evolving testing, direct comparisons of
products are best made within batches
rather than from year to year.

1. Samsung Galaxy Note 9 €860

2. Apple iPhone XS Max €1,199

The Choice Buy Samsung Galaxy Note 9 comes with a hefty price tag but
you get a huge amount of phone and myriad top-of-the-range features for
your money. With an enormous screen measuring 6.4 inches diagonally
this phone may be far too big for some but there is certainly plenty of space
on which to admire the impressive Super AMOLED display with 1440 x
2960 resolution for a first-class viewing experience.The superbly powerful
processor removes any hint of lag regardless of what demanding tasks are
thrown at this device and, thanks to a massive 4,000mAh battery, even
heavy users should not run out of charge during the day and a whopping
29 hours of call time was measured in our tests.Top-notch photographic
results are achieved both outdoors and indoors using this phone’s two
12MP rear-facing cameras and our testers were also impressed with the
sound quality from the two built-in speakers. The defining feature of
Samsung’s Note phones is their stylus and the S Pen more than earns its
keep on the Note 9. This Bluetooth stylus slots into the body of the phone
where it recharges itself quickly and, when in use, it can aid navigation or
be put to work drawing or writing notes on the large display. Moreover, a
small button on the side of the S Pen can be used as a shutter button for
selfies or as a TV remote control, among other things.

The most expensive device in our current batch with a positively eye-watering
price tag, the Choice Buy Apple iPhone XS Max is also the largest smartphone
on the market. Definitely more phablet than phone, this new Apple entry
has a screen measuring an enormous 6.5 inches diagonally. Many may find
this device too large for comfort but those who favour a very sizeable phone,
however, can enjoy the all-screen, edge-to-edge design and the stunningly vivid
Super Retina OLED display with 2688 x 1242 resolution that ensures the same
pixels-per-inch count as the XS Max’s smaller sibling, the XS. The XS Max is a
powerful device with an A12 Bionic chip and 4GB of RAM that combine to ensure
superbly swift and seamless performance even when tasked with demanding
apps and graphics-intensive games. With no fingerprint sensor provided, facial
recognition is on offer for speedy and secure access and this feature is a nicely
effective and accurate alternative to the only other option, a standard passcode.
The two 12MP rear-facing cameras do an excellent job and Apple’s Smart HDR
feature further enhances the colours and lighting contrast in your photos. The
XS Max is capable of recording video in HDR and sound in stereo, making for
potentially impressive footage. The price noted is for the 64GB version and, with
no memory card slot provided, additional storage will require upgrading to the
256GB or 512GB versions, costing €1,349 and €1,549, respectively.
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3. Apple iPhone XS €1,099

The Choice Buy Apple iPhone XS is undoubtedly a great phone but one
that again comes with a huge price tag. This phone is the updated version
of the iPhone X that appeared late last year but there are not many major
differences to note. The iPhone XS retains the all-screen, edge-to-edge
design introduced on its predecessor featuring 1125 x 2436 resolution
that, combined with the Super Retina display, makes for a brilliantly bright
and vibrant viewing experience. The same A12 Bionic chip that powers the
XS Max also keeps the XS running speedily and effortlessly, with no lag
even on the most demanding of apps and games. Again, the fingerprint
sensor is replaced by Face ID for swift and secure access and an upgraded
waterproof rating sees this phone able to withstand a dunking in 1.5
metres of water for up to half an hour. Enhancements have been made
to the two rear-facing cameras – one of which has a telephoto lens and
the other a wide-angle lens – with greater bokeh and depth control on
the Portrait Mode and an upgrade to Smart HDR for more variety and
contrast in colours and lighting in your photos. The price quoted is for
the lowest storage option of 64GB with the cost of the 256GB and 512GB
versions currently €1,250 and €1,450, respectively. Dual Sim compatibility
is introduced on the XS and XS Max though Irish networks may not support
this.

4. Samsung Galaxy S9 €670

The Choice Buy Samsung Galaxy S9 is a superb phone that ticks all the boxes
in terms of high-end features and first-rate performance. Samsung’s latest
flagship phone makes a few small improvements on the already very excellent
Galaxy S8 reviewed last year, though the two phones have much in common,
including the same striking screen that measures 5.8 inches diagonally and
sports 1440 x 2960 resolution. Like the S8, the S9 has an 18.5:9 aspect ratio,
making it twice as long as it is wide and designed to aid one-handed use.
This is still a large phone, however, and is worth trying out in your hand in
store before purchase. On the inside, the 10-nanometre processer keeps
everything moving at a breakneck speed, so you should have no problems
with lag even when running very demanding apps, games and programmes.
Testers were impressed with the audio quality delivered by this phone’s stereo
speakers as well as with the image quality of photos taken by its 12MP rearfacing camera with enhanced multi-frame processing. Battery life is also
great on this Samsung model with around 22 hours of permanent call time
delivered on a single charge. There is 64GB of internal storage provided, of
which a little less than 50GB is available for use after the operating system
and pre-installed apps are taken into account – but this can be boosted
significantly by a memory card.

5. Samsung Galaxy S9+ €830

6. Huawei P20 Pro €600

The Choice Buy Samsung Galaxy S9+ is essentially the manufacturer’s
Galaxy S9 model blown up to larger proportions with the odd added
extra thrown in. This is a very big phone or phablet with a display that
stretches to 6.2 inches diagonally. The screen curves around the sides of
the phone and is a pleasure to gaze at, with brilliantly bright and vivid
images thanks to a Super AMOLED display boasting top-of-the-range 1440
x 2960 resolution. Beautiful on the outside and super speedy on the inside,
this phone is powered by a highly effective octa-core processor and 6GB of
RAM that combine to eliminate lag and make for lightning-fast operation.
As well as an 8MP front-facing camera that will serve selfie lovers well, this
Samsung model boasts a dual camera setup on the rear. Two 12MP cameras
are on offer, one with a telephoto lens and the other with a wide-angle
lens, that work in tandem to deliver better image stabilisation, a greater
zoom, and excellent depth of field and colour and lighting contrast. Also
on the rear of the device and positioned in the centre is a fingerprint sensor
for a swift, easy and secure way of unlocking your phone. Internal storage
on the tested phone runs to 64GB though a more generous 128GB version
is on offer for €1,100 or alternatively you can expand the memory capacity
via a micro-SD card.

From a manufacturer that is a relative newcomer to the select group of
smartphone big hitters, the Choice Buy Huawei P20 Pro gives the top-scoring
Apple and Samsung models a run for their money. Eyeing the phablet market,
the P20 Pro is a large device with a 6.1-inch screen that will not fit comfortably
into every hand and is well worth trying out in store before purchase. The
metal and glass body feels suitably high-end and this Android phone houses
Huawei’s Kirin 970 octa-core processor and 6GB of RAM to deliver nicely speedy
performance across the board. The OLED display offers 2240 x 1080 resolution
and, though pleasing to look at with vibrant colours, is not quite as stunning
as our previous Choice Buys and can fade out a little in strong sunlight. The
huge 4000mAh battery translates into lengthy battery life with an impressive
25 hours of permanent call time measured in our tests so it may appeal to
those looking for a long-lasting phone that won’t need constant recharging.
A unique selling point is the three camera setup on the rear of the device,
with the manufacturer touting its Leica triple camera complete with 40MP
light fusion sensor and 5X hybrid zoom as capable of capturing perfect shots
every time. Overall, this phone scored well for its photo image quality without
outperforming its main rivals in this regard.
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7. Apple iPhone X €1,100

The Choice Buy Apple iPhone X has now been superseded by an updated
version in the form of the iPhone XS but, for the moment at least, the
iPhone X remains on the market and may come down in price slightly
before being withdrawn in favour of its remarkably similar, albeit slightly
enhanced, newest sibling. The iPhone X introduced the all-screen, edgeto-edge design to the iPhone range and measures a substantial 5.8 inches
– though by eliminating the bezels, this phone has slightly more compact
dimensions than other devices with similar screen sizes. The Super Retina
display itself, sporting 2436 x 1125 resolution, is extremely vibrant and a
pleasure to view, though the much discussed ‘notch’ at the top takes a little
getting used to. The A11 Bionic chip makes for super speedy operation,
though this is trumped slightly by the A12 Bionic chip on the XS, which
is that bit faster again. The rear of the phone is made of glass to facilitate
wireless charging and the iPhone X dumped the fingerprint scanner in
favour of Face ID as a swift and secure means of unlocking your phone.
The two 12MP rear-facing cameras work together to take very good photos
and even better videos, though testers preferred the camera capabilities
of the XS. The price quoted is for the 64GB version of the iPhone X and the
256GB version costs €1,280 for those who need more storage.

8. Huawei Mate 10 Pro €750

The Choice Buy Huawei Mate 10 Pro provides a worthy alternative to more
familiar Samsung and Apple high-end models, combining high-performance
and impressive specifications. This Android phone runs a customised
version of the operating system that may take a little getting used to but the
manufacturer’s Kirin 970 processor keeps everything moving at a very snappy
pace for even the most demanding of users. This phone can also keep going
for long periods thanks to its massive 4,000mAh battery and it is quick to
charge when a top-up is needed. This Huawei model certainly looks the part
with a sleek glass body and nicely vivid full HD OLED screen complete with
HDR for greater colour variety and contrast. The screen measures a massive
and potentially unwieldy 6 inches, however, with an 18:9 aspect ratio aimed
at aiding holding comfort. The artificial intelligence (AI) capabilities of the
Mate 10 Pro set it apart from rivals, enabling the device to learn how you use
it, particularly in terms of the phone’s camera capabilities. A rear-facing duallens camera is provided, with both a 20MP lens and a 12MP lens, and these
combine to give photos that are rich in detail and provide greater control
over depth-of-field effects, with the AI technology helping users capture the
best shot possible. A generous 128GB of storage is built in – though, with no
memory card slot, you will not be able to expand this.

9. Sony Xperia XZ2 €460

10. Huawei P20 €450

The only Sony model in our current batch of Choice Buys, the Choice
Buy Sony Xperia XZ2 is the latest flagship phone from the Japanese
company and turned in an overall good performance in our tests. The
screen stretches to 5.7 inches, which though sizeable is far from the largest
display on the market. This phone feels on the large side, however, due
to the addition of the bezels, and it is also thicker than other handsets
and almost as heavy as phones with displays of up to half an inch bigger.
The Xperia XZ2 follows the recent trend of elongating phones to make
them taller and thinner but you might still need two hands to operate it.
Despite not having the highest resolution screen on offer at 1080 x 2160,
the display is nonetheless very pleasing to look at and the inner workings
of this phone are powered by an octa-core processor from Qualcom that
ensures everything zips along for even demanding tasks - though the
leading Samsung and Apple models are likely to outrun it. Sporting a 19MP
Sony Exmor single-lens camera on the rear, this phone takes very good
snaps whether outdoors or indoors with plenty of detail and clarity. The
64GB of onboard storage is whittled down to slightly less than 50GB of
actual usable space but those needing additional storage can make use of
the micro-SD card slot.

Coming down considerably in price, the Choice Buy Huawei P20 is a particularly
stylish model that offers very good performance overall. This phone has a
larger and pricier big brother in the shape of the P20 Pro but the smaller sibling
is far from petite itself, with the screen stretching to a substantial 5.8 inches and
sporting 1080 x 2244 resolution. The 18:9 aspect ratio is aimed at making this
large phone easier to hold and use one-handed and the glossy glass body feels
very premium and comes in a choice of striking colours including ‘Twilight’
with a blue-into-purple gradient. Running Huawei’s customised version of the
latest Android operating system, this phone’s navigation and operation may
take a little getting used to but everything should zip along nicely in everyday
use with only the more demanding tasks causing a little lag or slowdown.
Battery life is very good with a more-than-decent 19 hours of permanent call
time measured in tests and this phone will charge pretty quickly also. The
manufacturer is proud of its dual-lens camera, provided by Leica, on the rear
of this phone with a 12MP colour lens and a 20MP black-and-white lens that
are designed to work together to provide greater detail and sharper and richer
images – though in tests, this worked much better for outdoor snaps than for
indoor shots in low light.
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11. Samsung Galaxy A8 €400

Categorised as a mid-range phone, the Choice Buy Samsung Galaxy A8
gives the highest-end devices costing nearly twice as much a real run for
their money. Not only does it look more premium than its price tag would
suggest, the Galaxy A8 boasts a plethora of impressive specifications
that ensure first-rate performance levels. The 5.6-inch AMOLED full HD
screen with ‘infinity display’ looks bright and vibrant and the elongated
18.5:9 aspect ratio is aimed at facilitating one-handed use. Powered by an
octa-core processor with 4GB of RAM, even demanding tasks are handled
effortlessly and transitions between screens are very swift. Testers were
impressed with the sound quality delivered by this phone, both in terms
of making and receiving calls and listening to music. The 16MP rear-facing
camera produces excellent photographic results whether shots are taken
indoors or outdoors and this Samsung model also unusually offers a
dual-lens front-facing camera that works well for selfies taken in low-light
conditions and allows for some interesting special effects. In-built storage
is on the stingy side, with just 32GB on offer, but this can be expanded using
the micro-SD card slot. A lengthy battery life of 24 hours on permanent
call was measured in tests and this phone is also quick to charge when
a top-up is required. With IP68-certified waterproofing and dustproofing,
the Galaxy A8 should also be able to withstand most accidental dunkings
or other mishaps.

12. Nokia 8 €320

The Choice Buy Nokia 8 could represent a good-value option at the current
price having put in an overall very good performance in our tests. The
aluminium frame lends a premium feel and the display is nicely bright and
vibrant, though you may see some minor glare in strong sunlight. The screen
measures 5.3 inches, which is considerably smaller than the displays on our
other Choice Buy phones, but the bezels add to the phone’s bulk so it is worth
trying out in your hand before committing to a purchase. When it comes to
processing power, this Android phone has what it takes to keep everything
moving at a swift pace and you can unlock it via the fingerprint sensor
embedded into the power button for fast, accurate and secure access. There is
64GB of in-built storage but, as with most phones, some space is taken up with
the operating system and pre-installed apps, leaving just shy of 50GB available
for use - though memory capacity can be expanded via the micro-SD card slot.
The dual rear-facing 13MP cameras produce photos that are decent without
being best-in-class and the front-facing 13MP camera has a wide-angle lens
for squeezing more people into your selfies. A fun feature is this phone’s dualsight mode, which allows you to take photos and videos with both the front
and rear cameras at the same time.

Useful contacts
Apple Ireland Ltd
1800 804 062
www.apple.com/ie
Huawei
tel 1890 482 934
http://huaweiireland.ie/
Nokia
tel + 358 1044 88000
www.nokia.com
Samsung
tel 0818 717 100
www.samsung.com/ie
Sony
tel 1850 545 888
www.sony.ie
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MODEL

SPECIFICATIONS

TEST PERFORMANCE

Best price prepay (€)

Operating
system

Weight (g)

Screen size
(inches)

Screen resolution

Main camera Front-facing
resolution
camera reso(MP)
lution (MP)

Internal storage (GB)

Handset
(20%)

SCORE

Ergonomics Camera and
(20%)
video (20%)

Calling
(10%)

Texting (5%)

Browsing
(10%)

Music (10%)

Navigation
(5%)

%

1

Samsung Galaxy Note 9

860

Android 8.1.0

201

6.4

1440 x 2960

12

8

128

















82

2

Apple iPhone XS Max

1,199

iOS 12.0

209

6.5

1242 x 2688

12

7

64

















81

3

Apple iPhone XS

1,099

iOS 12.0

178

5.8

1125 x 2436

12

7

64

















81

4

Samsung Galaxy S9

670

Android 8.0.0

159

5.8

1440 x 2960

12

8

64

















80

5

Samsung Galaxy S9+

830

Android 8.0.0

186

6.2

1440 x 2960

12

8

64

















79

6

Huawei P20 Pro

600

Android 8.1.0

179

6.1

1080 x 2240

40

24

128

















78

7

Apple iPhone X

1,100

iOS 11.1

174

5.8

1125 x 2436

12

7

64

















77

8

Huawei Mate 10 Pro

750

Android 8.0.0

181

6

1080 x 2160

20

8

128

















77

9

Sony Xperia XZ2

460

Android 8.0.0

199

5.7

1080 x 2160

19.2

5

64

















75

10

Huawei P20

450

Android 8.1.0

165

5.8

1080 x 2244

20

24

128

















75

11

Samsung Galaxy A8

400

Android 7.1

170

5.6

1080 x 2220

16

16

32

















74

12

Nokia 8

320

Android 8.0.0

159

5.3

1440 x 2560

13

13

64

















72

13

Huawei Mate 20 Lite

490

Android 8.1.0

173

6.3

1080 x 2340

20

24

64

















71

14

Nokia 7 Plus

320

Android 8.1.0

185

6

1080 x 2160

12.2

16

64

















71

15

Sony Xperia XA2 Ultra

450

Android 8.0.0

218

6

1080 x 1920

23

16

32

















69

16

Motorola Moto G6

260

Android 8.0

162

5.7

1080 x 2160

12.6

8

32

















69

17

Samsung Galaxy A6

260

Android 8.0.0

162

5.6

720 x 1480

16

16

32

















69

18

Sony Xperia XA2

250

Android 8.0.0

170

5.2

1080 x 1920

23

16

32

















68

19

Samsung Galaxy J6 (2018)

200

Android 8.0.0

154

5.6

720 x 1480

13

8

32

















68

20

Honor 7X

230

Android 7.0

166

5.9

1080 x 2160

16

8

64

















67

21

Nokia 6

230

Android 7.1.2

169

5.5

1080 x 1920

16

8

32

















67

22

Honor 9 Lite

190

Android 8.0.0

150

5.7

1080 x 2160

13

13

32

















67

23

Huawei P20 Lite

240

Android 8.0.0

145

5.8

1080 x 2280

16

16

64

















67

24

Samsung Galaxy J3 (2017)

110

Android 7.0

142

5

720 x 1280

13

5

16

















66

25

Motorola Moto G6 Play

190

Android 8.0

175

5.7

720 x 1440

13

8

32

















65

26

Motorola Moto E5 Plus

190

Android 8.0.0

197

6

720 x 1440

12.6

5

16

















64

27

Huawei P Smart

160

Android 8.0.0

146

5.6

1080 x 2160

13

8

64

















63

28

Nokia 3.1

140

Android 8.1.0

139

5.2

720 x 1440

13

8

16

















60

29

Honor 7A

150

Android 8.0.0

150

5.7

720 x 1440

13

8

16

















59

30

Alcatel 3V

190

Android 8.0

150

6

1080 x 2160

16

8

16

















57

31

Sony Xperia L2

210

Android 7.1.1

178

5.5

720 x 1280

13

8

32

















57

32

Nokia 3

150

Android 7.0

139

5

720 x 1280

8

8

16

















56

33

Nokia 2

80

Android 7.1.1

163

5

720 x 1280

8

5

8

















55

34

Nokia 2.1

100

Android 8.1.0

173

5.5

720 x 1280

8

5

8

















54

35

Vodafone Smart N9

130

Android 8.1.0

147

5.5

720 x 1440

13

7.7

16

















54

36

Motorola Moto E5 Play

100

Android 8.1.0

151

5.3

480 x 960

8

5

16

















49

37

Vodafone Smart N9 Lite

90

Android 8.1.0

149

5.3

480 x 960

8

5

16

















45

38

Nokia 1

60

Android 8.1.0

136

4.4

480 x 854

5

1.9

8

















45
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USING THE TABLE
Star ratings are out of five.
SPECIFICATIONS
Best price pre-pay: The lowest available
Pay-As-You-Go price. Prices are provided for
the lowest specification model, generally with
the lowest available memory option. Contract
prices will vary.
Operating system: The operating system that
comes on the tested device. This can often be
upgraded to a newer version as it becomes
available.
Screen size: Measured diagonally in inches.
Weight: Including SIM card and battery in
grams.
Internal storage: The internal storage available
on the tested version of the device. The
available storage will be less than this when the
space used by the operating system and any
preinstalled apps is taken into account.
TEST PERFORMANCE
Handset: Includes ratings for the versatility
and range of connections and features on the
handset, the available memory storage, battery
life and sound quality via the integrated
speakers.
Ergonomics: Includes ratings for the ease of
use and portability of the handset; its durability
in terms of scratch, shock and water resistance;
and the size, resolution, readability and
responsiveness of the screen.
Calling: A rating for the general ease of use
of making calls and the sound quality of calls
made and received, with and without ambient
noise.
Texting: A rating for the ease of inputting and
sending texts and typing emails.
Browsing: A rating for how easy it is to browse
the internet and for surfing speed, including
the speed of uploading and downloading
content.
Camera and video: Includes ratings for the
front and rear cameras’ versatility and ease of
use as well as for the quality of photos taken
and for the picture and audio recording quality
of the video function.
Music: Includes ratings for sound quality,
player versatility, music transfer capabilities
and ease of use.
Navigation: A rating for the GPS navigation
quality, accuracy and features out of the box.
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INDEX 2016 - 2018

Consumer Choice
Index 2016-2018
This index covers reports in the past three years’ issues of Consumer Choice.
Each entry shows the year and month of publication followed by the page
number.

A

Year

Month

Page

2018

Oct

6

21

Central Credit Register

2017

July/Aug

18

June

10

Charitable giving

2016

March

6

2018

July/Aug

7

Child care options and costs

2016

Dec/Jan

20

Airbnb and short-term letting

2018

Nov

13

Child car seats

2016

March

23

Allergen information requirements

2018

Nov

5

Child car seats

2017

Sept

24

Allergen labelling on food

2017

June

5

Children’s birthday party costs

2016

May

8

Apple iPad 9.7

2017

May

22

Children's eating - health campaign

2018

Feb

10

Apple iPhone 8 and 8 Plus

2017

Dec/Jan

25

Children’s smartwatches -security flaws

2017

Dec/Jan

14

Apple iPhone SE

2016

June

18

Choice Buy Roundup 2017

2017

Dec/Jan

40

Apple iPhone XS and XS Max

2018

Nov

18

Choice Buy Roundup 2016

2016

Dec/Jan

38

Appliance safety notice roundup

2017

Sept

7

Christmas budgeting

2016

Nov

8

Apricot kernels – poisoning risk

2016

June

5

Circular economy – sustainability

2016

July/Aug

20

Asthma adviceline

2018

May

5

Coffee costs

2016

Nov

12

Coffee machines

2018

June

19

Compact digital cameras

2017

July/Aug

40

Month

Page

2017

Oct

10

Action cameras

2016

May

Advertising of food to children

2017

Age Action computer training

B

Year

Month

Page

Compulsory purchase orders on property

2018

July/Aug

22

Back-to-school allowance

2018

July/Aug

5

Computer training for older adults

2018

July/Aug

7

Back-to-school costs

2017

Sept

5

Consumer ability to judge value – research

2016

June

7

Back-to-school expenses

2016

July/Aug

24

Consumer Choice magazine history

2016

July/Aug

13

Bankruptcy and personal insolvency 2016

July/Aug

28

Consumer complaints bodies

2018

Sept

10

Barbecue food safety

2017

July/Aug

10

Consumer complaints - ECC Ireland

2018

Oct

7

Blenders

2017

July/Aug

25

Consumer complaints resolution

2018

Sept

13

Blood donation

2017

July/Aug

5

Consumer conditions scoreboard

2017

Oct

7

Breakfast cereals – sugar levels

2016

June

10

Consumer culture

2016

Dec/Jan

24

Brexit and consumers

2017

Dec/Jan

10

Consumer market scoreboard

2016

Dec/Jan

7

Brexit and savings

2018

June

6

Consumer rights – 50 facts

2016

Dec/Jan

11

Budget 2019

2018

Nov

15

Consumer rights - shopping online

2017

Dec/Jan

19

Budget 2018

2017

Nov

15

Consumer rights - waranties and guarantees

2018

May

10

Budget 2017

2016

Nov

15

Consumer scams

2018

June

12

Contactless payments

2017

June

6

Cooking skills survey

2017

April

10

C

Year

Month

Page

Cordless drills

2018

June

24

2016

July/Aug

10

Cosmetics – expired products

2016

May

10

CAI campaign - Credit Where It’s Due 2017

Sept

4

Cost of raising a child in Ireland

2018

Oct

15

CAI campaign - Credit Where It’s Due 2017

July/Aug

4

Counterfeit alcohol

2017

April

5

CAI lobbying in 2017

2017

Dec/Jan

12

Counterfeit goods online

2017

April

13

CAI submission - Motor Insurance

2016

Nov

10

CPR training

2018

June

5

CAI submission - Ticket resale

2017

Sept

12

Cross-border car purchase

2018

May

14

CAI’s TTIP conference

2016

Oct

4

Customs chrages when buying online

2018

Oct

12

Cameras – high-end models

2016

June

19

Car finance options

2016

April

15

Car purchase - cross-border

2018

May

14

Car purchase from abroad

2016

April

5

Car safety - Euro NCAP

2017

Oct

9

Car safety - Euro NCAP Results 2017

2018

Feb

21

Car safety - Euro NCAP Results 2016

2017

March

21

Car safety - Euro NCAP Results 2015

2016

March

15

CAI history - 50th anniversary

46

C (ctd.)

Central Credit Register

Year

A to Z of food safety practices
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D

Year

Month

Page

Data protection

2017

Oct

4

Data protection - infographic

2018

June

Data protection regulations

2017

Data protection rights

Year

Month

Page

Freezers

2018

July/Aug

41

10

Freezers

2017

June

15

Dec/Jan

23

Fridge freezers

2018

Nov

19

2017

March

15

Fridge freezers

2017

Sept

18

Dealing with debt

2016

Nov

6

Fridge freezers

2016

July/Aug

36

Digital cameras – high-end models

2016

June

19

Fridges

2018

April

21

Digital compact cameras

2017

July/Aug

40

Fridges

2016

Dec/Jan

26

Digitalisation of financial services

2017

July/Aug

7

FSO complaints procedure

2016

April

6

Direct debits

2016

Nov

8

Fuel contamination

2018

Sept

16

Dishwashers

2018

May

16

Fuel-efficient cars

2016

Dec/Jan

15

Dishwashers

2017

March

17

Disposal of unused medicines

2018

March

12

Drills - cordless

2018

June

24

E

G

Year

Month

Page

Gadget insurance

2017

Dec/Jan

7

Year

Month

Page

Gambling controls – proposals

2016

March

12

Ebook readers

2018

Oct

17

Geo-blocking

2017

Feb

7

Ebook readers

2017

April

15

Geo-blocking proposals

2016

May

7

Economic growth figures

2018

July/Aug

6

Gift vouchers

2018

July/Aug

6

Eggs labelling

2017

April

5

Gift vouchers

2016

Dec/Jan

24

Electric cars

2017

Dec/Jan

16

Gift voucher problems

2018

Feb

7

Electric shavers

2018

March

16

Gluten-free products

2017

May

9

Electric toothbrushes

2018

May

22

GP visit cards

2016

June

7

Electric vehicle toll incentive scheme

2018

Sept

6

Gym membership costs

2016

Feb

12

Enduring power of attorney

2017

June

13

Energy drinks

2016

April

9

Energy reduction - home grants

2018

March

9

EU roaming charges

2017

July/Aug

6

H

Euro NCAP developments

2017

Oct

Euro NCAP Test Results 2017

2018

Euro NCAP Test Results 2016

Year

Month

Page

Hand hygiene/handwashing

2017

Sept

9

9

Headphones

2018

July/Aug

46

Feb

21

Headphones

2016

Nov

22

2017

March

21

Health insurance

2018

Feb

14

Euro NCAP Test Results 2015

2016

March

15

Health insurance

2016

July/Aug

26

European Consumer Centres

2017

April

6

Healthy eating for children

2018

Feb

10

European small claims procedure

2017

Sept

6

Healthy Ireland Survey findings

2018

Feb

5

Executor role in will

2018

March

6

Holiday booking online

2017

June

7

Expired cosmetics - dangers

2016

May

10

Holiday car rental

2018

April

6

Expired medicines disposal

2018

March

12

Holiday rental scams

2016

March

7

Holidays - single supplement charges

2016

July/Aug

22

Home buying

2017

May

5

F

47

F (ctd.)

Year

Month

Page

Home energy saving kits

2017

Sept

8

Family finance

2018

Oct

15

Home improvment grants

2018

March

9

Financial products – consumer protection

2017

March

7

Home loan for first-time buyers

2018

March

13

Financial rights of couples

2016

March

13

Home purchase

2017

Dec/Jan

21

Financial Services Ombudsman Bureau

2017

May

18

Home purchase – first-time buyers rules

2016

Dec/Jan

6

First-time buyers home loan

2018

March

13

Home Renovation Incentive Scheme

2016

Oct

20

Flight rights

2018

April

7

Home repossessions

2016

March

7

Fluoride exposure

2018

June

5

Home-sharing and short-term letting

2018

Nov

13

Food fraud

2016

Sept

10

Horse purchase – warnings

2016

June

6

Food labelling

2017

Oct

5

Household pollutants

2017

March

10

Food marketing to children

2017

June

10

House prices

2017

July/Aug

7

Food pyramid

2017

Feb

5

Housing market

2018

May

6

Food Safety Authority of Ireland advice line

2016

March

5

Food safety – consumer complaints

2017

March

5

Food safety in the kitchen

2017

Oct

10

Food safety outdoors

2017

July/Aug

10

Freedom of Information

2017

April

6

Free trial scams

2018

March

7

Free trial subscription traps

2017

Feb

6
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I

Year

Month

Page

Ice pops, lollies and bars

2018

July/Aug

11

Indoor air pollution

2017

March

Initial coin offerings

2018

Insurance claims

N

Year

Month

Page

National Standards Authority of Ireland

2017

July/Aug

9

10

New Deal for Consumers

2018

June

7

Feb

6

Non-geographic numbers

2017

Oct

13

2018

March

7

Novelty contact lenses

2017

Oct

5

Insurance premiums (motor)

2017

Oct

1

Internet-connected toy safety

2016

Dec/Jan

16

Internet of things - consumer safety

2018

Feb

12

Investment options and advice

2016

Oct

18

O

Iodine levels in teenage girls

2018

April

Irons

2017

July/Aug

J

Year

Month

Page

Online holiday booking

2017

June

7

11

Online photo printing

2017

July/Aug

12

35

Online subscription traps

2018

March

7

Outdoor food safety

2017

July/Aug

10

P

Year

Month

Page

Year

Month

Page

Jewellery insurance and valuation

2016

May

12

Package Travel Directive - new rules

2018

July/Aug

14

Jug blenders

2017

July/Aug

25

Packaging ploys

2016

Oct

7

Passport applications

2017

March

6

Passport renewal and processing times

2017

Oct

6

K

Year

Month

Page

Payment Services Directive (PSD2)

2018

Feb

7

Kindle Oasis

2016

Oct

21

Pensions and PRSAs

2016

Sept

19

Kobo ebook readers

2017

April

15

Personal Injuries Assessment Board

2018

Sept

15

Pesticides on fruit and vegetables

2017

June

11

Pet boarding options

2017

July/Aug

15

Pet boarding - regulation

2017

Sept

11

L

Year

Month

Page

PFCs in takeaway food packaging

2016

Feb

10

Lawnmowers

2017

May

24

Photo printing and sharing

2017

July/Aug

12

Life insurance

2016

June

16

Picnic food safety

2017

July/Aug

10

Lip balm products

2017

Dec/Jan

5

Plastic packaging reduction

2018

April

9

Liquid detergent capsules – precautions

2016

Feb

5

Prepaid cards

2018

July/Aug

26

‘Lo call’ numbers

2017

Oct

13

Prescription medication costs

2017

Feb

13

Local lotteries – regulation

2016

Feb

15

Pressure washers

2017

July/Aug

30

Local property tax clearance guidelines

2016

Feb

6

Price rounding

2016

Feb

11

Price rounding update

2016

Oct

7

Printers

2018

Oct

19

Printers

2017

Oct

17

M

Year

Month

Page

Printers

2016

Sept

22

Medicine costs

2017

Feb

13

Private health insurance

2018

Feb

14

Microsoft Surface Go

2018

Sept

9

Problem packaging

2016

April

13

Microwave ovens

2017

Dec/Jan

28

Property market

2017

Dec/Jan

21

Microwave ovens

2016

April

17

Pushchairs

2018

Sept

19

Milk alternatives

2016

Dec/Jan

24

Pushchairs

2017

June

20

Mobile phone contracts

2016

Dec/Jan

22

Pushchairs

2016

Feb

17

Mobile phone performance research

2018

Nov

10

Mortgage options

2017

July/Aug

21

Mortgage repayments/savings

2018

July/Aug

24

Mortgage switching and saving

2016

May

15

Motor insurance costs

2016

Nov

10

Motor insurance premium hikes

2016

Sept

6

Motor insurance premiums

2017

Oct

15
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R

Radon exposure

Year

Month

Page

Rapid Alert System

2018

March

5

Rebuilding Ireland Home Loan

2018

May

Record players

2018

Record players

Year

Month

Page

Tech support scams

2016

Dec/Jan

9

12

Telecom providers - complaints

2016

July/Aug

6

March

13

Televisions

2018

March

21

2017

Dec/Jan

35

Televisions

2017

April

18

Recycling refresher

2016

July/Aug

41

Televisions

2016

April

20

Regulators and consumer complaints

2018

March

10

Tenancy rights

2017

July/Aug

23

bodies

2018

Sept

10

Third-level student accommodation

2017

Sept

15

Rent controls

2017

April

7

Ticket resale update

2018

Oct

11

Rental prices

2016

Sept

7

Ticket restrictions

2018

July/Aug

6

Robot vacuum cleaners

2016

Dec/Jan

24

Ticket touting/resale

2017

Sept

12

Tobacco Free Ireland Plan

2017

July/Aug

5

Toy safety

2017

Dec/Jan

9

Tracker mortgages

2018

June

17

S

Year

Month

Page

Traffic light labelling

2017

March

4

safefood research - cooking skills

2017

April

10

Travel insurance survey

2018

July/Aug

16

safefood research - hand hygiene

2017

Sept

9

TTIP conference

2016

Oct

4

Samsung Galaxy S7 and S7 Edge

2016

May

19

Tumble dryer fire risk

2017

April

9

Samsung Galaxy S8 and S8+

2017

Oct

17

Tumble dryers

2018

July/Aug

34

Samsung Galaxy S9 and A8

2018

Sept

18

Tumble dryers

2016

Oct

22

Saving and investment trends

2018

May

7

Turntables

2017

Dec/Jan

35

Saving trends

2017

Dec/Jan

6

Turntables

2016

July/Aug

41

Scams aimed at consumers

2018

June

12

Seniors Alert Scheme

2017

Dec/Jan

8

Shift work - health impacts

2017

Feb

10

Year

Month

Page

Simple mobile phones

2016

July/Aug

30

UEFA Euro 2016 - travelling tips

2016

June

14

Single supplement charges

2016

July/Aug

22

Unauthorised firms

2018

Nov

6

Skin cancer prevention

2018

July/Aug

9

Unauthorised investment firms

2018

March

6

Smartphones

2017

Nov

18

Undercooked burgers

2017

July/Aug

11

Smartphones

2016

Dec/Jan

31

Under the weather website

2018

Oct

5

Smartwatches for children -security flaws

2017

Dec/Jan

14

Unhealthy treats

2016

July/Aug

17

Standing orders

2016

Nov

8

Steam irons

2017

July/Aug

35

Storm damage insurance claims

2018

March

7

Year

Month

Page

Student accommodation

2017

Sept

15

Vacuum cleaners

2017

Dec/Jan

31
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